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INTRODUCTION

The third Upanisad commented upon by Sri Ranga-

ramanuja is the Prasnopanisad. The Prasnopanisad belongs

to the Atharvana Veda. The Prasna is one of the earliest

Upanisads.
1

It is a mystical Upanisad in the sense that it

undertakes to answer important questions regarding origins,

methods and paths. The topics discussed in this Upanisad

are in the form of questions and answers. Because of this

the Upanisad goes by the name Prasna (Book of Questions

and Answers). Obviously the subjects must have entailed a

lot of discussion in those early times. Though the Kena
also begins with questions, yet in this Upanisad several

points about which there were doubts entertained in the

minds of seekers after truth, are addressed to a Teacher in

the form of questions. The seekers in the Upanisad under

Ipnsideration are six in number instead of one seeker alone*

and the Upanisad is a bunch of six questions and their

answers. It would be clear however that the six questions

are of such a kind as to involve the necessity of knowledge

of the answers to the other questions also.

2. The order ot the questions addressed to the Teacher

is exactly the reverse of the order of names of seekers

mentioned at the very beginning of the Upanisad ; this may
be due to the fact that the questions asked at the beginning

are preliminaries to the final or ultimate questions,

3. The descriptions of the seekers as Brahmaparah,

Brahmanisthah, Param B*ahmanve§amanah, lead the conu

1, Prasnopanisad and its date

:

It is conceded that it is one of the

earliest Upanisads. For the first time we have the mention of the expla*

nation of the two paths the interpretation of the Rayi and Prfina. The
significance £f the OmkSra, pranava , left without any explanation by the Isa,

and Katha, finds a ivt-Wtr treatment in this Upanisad and the MSndufcya and

Mnndaka,
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mentator Sri Rangaramauuja to remark that the word

Brahman in the first two adjectives has a different meaning

ftom the Brahman in the third adjective param Brahmanvejsa-

nianah. The Brahman in the first two means the Veda,

whereas in the third' it means the Supreme Being taught in

the Veda.

4. As stated already this Upanisad is esoteric and mystical

in the sense that there is difficulty of comprehending its

central teaching and this central doctrine could only be

understood in the light of the answers given to particular

questions. It, however, following to the general tenor of the

Upanisadic philosophy, counsels emancipation. It grants

deeper insight into practices and the instructions given by the

Sage Pippalada to the enquirers after truth to practise

penance and others for a further period of one year in his

Asram which are in keeping with the importance of that

teaching regarding fundamental problems.

5. The First question * who is the originator or
WHICH IS THE ORIGIN OF ALL CREATURES ? ’ poses the niOS||

important metaph\sical question. Pippalada not merely

answers this apparently simple question but also intimates

further points about the process of creation itself. He says

that Prajapati (Lord of Creatures) is the origin and that,

bemg the cause, he creates a duality or pair which is called

or rather named symbolically, so as to be significant, asRayi

an:l Prana,' which are stated to correspond to such terms as

Moon and Sun (Candratnas and Aditya), the ‘ form and form-

less ’ the enjoyable and the enjoyer, food and eater of the food.

These two terms are thus equations for Matter (prakrti) and

Soul (Breath or Prana) (Purusa). Prajapati fills up the entire

universe with this pair or rather the multiplicity issuing

from this pair through proliferation. Though thus established

through these two kinds of his off-spring Prajapati remains the

universal being ; in a thousaud ways he controls all of them.

Thus it could be seen that Pippalada considers that the

question not only refers to the origination of all creatures hut



also to their sustention and protection. There is thus a

significant note struck iu this earliest literature that the

Cause in fact is also the goal and means of all liberation, and
only the Ultimate Cause can be the granter of liberation.

Or rather ihe truth that liberates is the truth about the

original cause of all creation. Pippalada then pioceeds to

explain the ways or methods of attainment of Brahman
Brahman is not only the Origin but in a significant sense

Brahman as Prajapati is also present in the piocess as the

unity of the two, prakrti and purusa, Rayi and Prana. The
process is taken in its fullest sense as temporal, and the

equation of matter and souls is made with the time or

duration of the form of Samvatsara, or year. Prajapati is

said to be the Samvatsara, In this respect the Upanisad
continues the view enunciated by the Brahmanas. The Year
which is Prajapati is composed of two major divisions, ayanas,
corresponding to the already mentioned ‘originally created
or produced ’ Rayi and Prana. These two ayanas are stated

to be Pitryana and Devayana. Those who go by the Deva-
yana attain Brahman from which there is no return, whereas
those who go by the Pitryana return again and again to this

world. The two words ‘ Devayana ’ and ‘ Pitryana ’ are
normally rendered as the northern and southern paths.

Pippalada again states that Prajapati could be represented as

at Month having two paksas or parts, the Krsna and theSnkla,
dark and bright fort-nights, which correspond to the already

mentioned Rayi and Prana. All auspicious works and
sacrifices are to be performed during the bright fortnight.

The third correspondence is thereafter stated. Prajapati is

the entire day, comprising day and night. The night is Rayi
and the day is Prana. Brahmacarya is abstention from
sexnal congress during the day, prana, for prana is to be

preserved. Finally it is stated that Prajapati is Food from
which all creatures are born. These creatures in their turn

create pairs even like Prajapati.

The significance of this answer lies in the fact that

Brahman, here called Prajapati, is uot only the original cause
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of all the creatures but also their immediate cause in the form

of time, parents, food and seed. Thr sage of the Prasnopa-

ni§ad counsels that the practices of austerity, continence, and

truthfulness and the avoidance of craftiness, falsehood and

crookedness, are helpful iu attaining Brahman. These are

indeed the characteristics of the Devayana ; these the inner

or spiritual features of the path that leads to Brahman-
These characteristics have already been mentioned in the

Kenopani§ad and the Kathopani§ad.

Thus the first prasna indicates the nature of the Tattva as

the Source and sustention (cf. Janmddyasya yatah V, S. I i 2)

of all ; it is the Hita and the Goal of man (purusdrtha).

The Second Question pertains to the powers (devah) that

are the constituents of the body or rather in the body and their

relation to the Breath (Prana). The Sage intimates by means
of a parable that the Breath is the supreme principle that up-

holds all the constituents of the body and the soul together.

This answer clearly reveals the difference or distinctness of the

soul from the body and sense-organs 'Bieath is the supreme

principle of life and it is that which keeps the soul aud the

body together. When that departs the soul and body fall apart.

That is the reason why the Prana or Breath must be preseived

by means of the practise of austerity, continence, truthfulness,

and others already mentioned. *

The Third question refers ‘to a very subtle point, a point

that is indicated by the opening remarks of the Sage. The
question is divided into six parts. The answer to the first

part reiterates what has been intimated in the reply to the first

question (pra&na). The Prana is born of the Atman
; Praja-

pati is thus identified in this part of the third question with

the Atman. The second part refers to the mode of entry of

the prana into the body of the creature The answer is that it

enters the body even like the mind without any effort (on the

part of the body or soul). Sri Sankaraearya takes
r
manokrta

as a compound word meaning 4 on account of action done

according to the bent of the mind.’ The answer to the third
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part of this question explains the division of prana into five

sub-pranas or breaths. These are established in different

places of the body and these breaths sustain the processes of

the body. Indeed it can be seen that we have here intimations

of the knowledge of psycho-physical balance being maintained

by the breaths in the Upanisadic literature. To the fourth

part of the question which asks by what does the Prana go

out, which refers to the phenomenon of death or liberation,

the Sage replies that the breath departs by a particular path

or nadi, by the power of the Udana-breath, to the good or bad

worlds according to the good or bad deeds done or to the

human world where good and bad are mixed. Thus the

existence of the Good and Bad worlds and Human world as

deserts of (good and bad and) mixed deeds seems to have been

quite well understood.

The fifth part of the question
6 How is Prana active out*

side (the body)? or rather if breath be that which is subjective,

what is the breath of that which is outside the individual ? is

replied by Pippalada who states that this is Aditya (Sun).

If we remember the answer in the first Prasna about the

corespondences stated there between Prana and Aditya, Deva- .

yana, Suklapaksa, and Ahas, we can see that this is but a

reiteration of the earlier answer.

Pippalada has already answered the sixth part of the

question * How is Prana inside * or rather * how is it

active in the individual ’? when answering the third part of

the question ; so he simply passes over it.

The Fourth prasna deals with dream-life. The senses

sleep in him who is asleep in the state of dream, whereas the

breaths are active. The person who dreams is the soul. It

is again the soul that does not dream when it is at one with

the supreme self (in deep sleep). The body it is that is res-

ponsible for its enjoyment. The final resting place of all these

senses, objects of enjoyment by the senses, breaths and the soul

is the supreme Self. In Him they become quiescent, and find

rest.
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The Fifth prasna takes up the problems of means to the

attainment, the Upanisad having thus far dealt with the nature

of man, his origin, his breaths, body and the states of cons-

ciousness. The means for the attainment is the meditation

upon Brahman or the supreme Self with the Pranava compris-

ing three matras (three moments). The same Pranava when
uttered with two matras Uwo moments) leads to the middle

world (antariksa) whereas the Pfanava uttered with one matra

leads to the Earth world (human world). The results of such

attainments are also stated.

The Sixth prasna deals with the Man (purusa) with

sixteen parts or the total Man. Breath, faith, ether, air, light

water, earth, senses, mind, food, strength, tapas, mantras,

action, worlds, (of enjoyment) and Name, these are stated to be

parts of man. Their unity is called man. But when these

forms and names are dissolved, then the Man remains without

the sixteen parts, without forms and names. In that status he

is called the Person, partless and immortal. The passage is

however interpreted in the Bhasya as referring to the Parama-

puru$a. He is Akala and Amrta . It is He who must be known
by all those who want to be liberated. One should know
Him, meditate upon Him if one aspires to be free from the

worries of death i e , samara.



PR ASNOPANI$AD
Cross References to other Upanisads

I. 1.

2 .

3. bringing fuel as sign

of discipleship :

tapas, brahmacarya

and sraddha :

4. :

5.

6 .

7.

8. Visvarupam harinam

9-10. Two paths

11, 12, 13. :

14. Food as the souice :

of creature

II. 1.

2-4. superiority of prana :

5. (sat and asat) '•

*

6. (Spoke & hub simile)

:

7. :

8.

9.

10.

1 1 , Ekarsi :

cf. Mund Up III. 1. 5.

Bfh. Up IV. 4. 22.

cf. Ch. Up. II. 23. 1.

Prasna Up. V. 3.

Prakna Up. III. 8.

Maitri Up. VI. 8-

Brh Up. VI. 2. 15; Ch. Up. IV.

15. 5-6; Ch. Up. V. 10. 1-2

Mund, Up. I. 2 5, 6, 1
1 ;
Mund.

Up. III. 1.6 ; Maitri Up. VI.30;

JB. G. VIII. 24-26.

Rv. I. 164. 12; Av. IX. 9. 12.

cf. Maitri Up. II. 37 : Manu
Smrti III. 7': B.G. III.

14 ; Tait. Up. II. 2.

cf. Brh. Up. VI. 1.7-14; cf.

Av. XI. 4 :

Mund. Up. II. 2. 1 ; Rv. I. 164.

Prakna Up. VI. 6

Mund Up. II. 2. 6.

Mund. Up. III. 2.tC; Isa Up. 16-
*

*0

•



: Pasna Up. IV. 4 ; Maitri Up.

II. 6 : cf. Ch. Up. V. 19

Mund. Up. I. 2. 4 ; II. 1. 8b.

: Ch. Up. VII L 6. 6 ;
Mund. Up.

IT. 2. 6 ;
Maitri Up. VI. 30

;

Brh. Up. IV. 2.3.; IV 3. 20-

Kaus. Up. IV. 19; Brh. Up.

II. 1. 19; Ydjus Sami III 108;

: cf Ch. Up* VIII. 6. 6; Katha

Up. VI. 16 ; Brh.Up. IV. 4. 8,9;

Maitri Up. VI. 21, 30; VII. 1
1 ;

Ch. Up. V. 10 7; Brh. Up. 'V.

4 6; Kaus. Up. I. 2. Katha Up.

III. 7-8; Katha Up. V. 7; &vet.

Up. V 7. 1 2 : Maitri Up. III. 2;

VI. 34 ; Manu Smr. XII. 55 ;

Yajus Sam. III. 207.

: Prasna Up I. 5 ;

; cf. Ch.Up. VI-8. 6.; VI. 15.2.;

Ch Up. III. 41. cf. B. G.

VIII. 5-6.

cf. Kaus. Up. III. S ; Kaus.Up-

TV. 20. cf. Praina Up. III. 5.
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PRASNOPANISHAD-BHASHYA
^OF

SRI RANGARAMANUJA

FIRST PRASNA

I. 1. Sukesd ca Bhdradvajah Saibyas ca Satya-

hdmah Saurydyanl ca Gdrgyah Rausalyas

casvaldyano Bhdrgavo Vaidarbhih Kabandhl

Katydyanas te halte brahmapard brahmani-

sthdh param brahmdnvesamdnd esa ha vai

tat sarvam vakqyatiti te ha mmttpdnayo
Bhagavantam Pippaladam upasanndh.

SuiesCt, son of Bharadvaja and Sibi’s son Salyakama

and Sauryayani (son of Suryayana) of Garga’s family and

Kausalya son of Asvalayana; Vidarbha’s son of Bhrgu’s

family; Kabandhin ofthe Katyayana family; these well-known

(seers) devoted to Brahman and established in Brahman,

seekers of Brahman, the Transcendent; (with the idea) that

this (seer) verily would teach (us) all that, these (seers) with

fire-sticks in their hands approached the Revered Pippalada.

Commentary :

Let my anjali go to the Beauty of Anjanadri of the hue

of atasl flower bunch, with His chest adorned with Laksml*

* Prostrating to Vyasa, Ramanuja and other teachers
' now in its turn I shall write this commentary on the

Prasnopanisad according to my ability,

Sukesa

:

Bharadvaja means the male descended of Bhara-

dvaja, Sukesa by name

- 1. Both A and N omit this verse.



2 PSASNOPANISHAD-BHASHYA P. 1.

Saibya

:

Saibya, the offspring of Sibi, Satyakama by name.

Sauryayarii

:

Sauryayani, the off spring of Suryayana.

The lengthening of *
i

’ is a Vedic exception. Gargya means

that he belongs to the clan of Garga (rsi)

Kausalya ; Aausalya is the name. Asvalayana means the

off-spring of Asvalayana

Vaidarbhi

:

the offspring of»Vidarbha

Bhargava

:

Bhargava by gotra

Kabandhi

:

Kabandhi by name and Katyayana by clan
#

Te ha

:

The well-known

ete

:

the abovementioned six seers Sukesa, Satyakama,

Sauryayani, Kausalya, Bhargava and Kabandhiq

Brahmaparah

:

Devoted to the Veda; those who depend

upon the Vedas only is the meaning.

Brahmani$thah

:

Those who have great faith in the tea-

ching of the Vedas ; or else

Brahmaparah, : those inclined to or seeking knowledge of

Brahman

Brahmani^thdh

:

those established in askesis (tapas), since

it is said Brahman means Veda, the truth and askesis

Param .* the excellent (nirupacaritam*) : That which is not

denoted by secondary significance (but denoted by primary

significance alone)

Brahma

:

That which is great in its nature and in respect

of its qualities

anve§amandh :
‘ seekers ’ is the meaning

ha

:

refers to well-knownness

vat

:

is the particle that denotes determination

e$ah

:

this; revolving in our mind; under contemplation

i.e., Pippalada (who is) well-known as the knower of the

excellent Brahman, alone
#

1. The reading given ahave is from the SVOI mss No 2075. The printed

edition reads the faulty * nirupacitam ’
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(vak$yati) ; is capable of teaching topics which we six

persons seek to know

iti: thus thinking

satniipaqayah

:

having in their hands presents of the form

of the bundle of fire sticks and others

Bhagavantam Pippalddam

:

The Revered Pippalada

upasanndh

:

approached in the manner prescribed in the

scriptures.

I. 2. Tan ha sa rgir uvdca bhuya eva tapasa

brahmacaryena sraddhaya samvatsaram sa-

mvatsyatha yathakamatn prasnan pfcchata

yadi vijnasyamah sarvam ha vo vakqyama

iti.

Then that seer said to them “ Remain here for a year

with further askesis, continence and faith and then ask ques-

tions as you please. We shall explain all if we know.”

Commentary :

Tan ha sa r$ir uvaca ; The meaning is dea?

bhuya eva : even though previously you have already prac-

tised askesis, continence and others, yet in order to receive the

Brahman-knowledge (from me), again*with additional tapas of

the form of avoidance of cohabitation which is of the eight

forms of remembrance, mention, play, seeing, and obscene

speech and willing and determination and active participation

with women

sraddhaya

:

with devotion of the form of faith in the

superterrestrial world

‘ Samvatsyatha : dwell ye here for a period of a year

Then ask about things as you wish to ask. If those things

we will kpow then shall we teach (you) without equivocation

( vahcanatn antareqa ) (without any reservation). Literally

without the least idea of deceiving you.



4 PRASNOFAN ISHad-bhashya tt. 3-4.

The intention is “ in case you have no faith in mv possess-

ing the required knowledge and you do not like to undertake

the one year’s penance, continence, and others which are diffi-

cult to observe, yon had better depart.”

Here then the principle that one should desire to hear

(the teaching) with no idea of testing the master’s knowledge

is enunciated. Similarly it is also indicated that the Master

too should not have too much anxiety to secure disciples.

I. 3. Atha Kabandhi katyayana upetya papraccha:

bhagavan kuto, ha vd hndh ptajah prajd-

yanta iti :

Then (after a year) Kabandhi of the Katyayana family

approaching (Pippalada) asked “ Master, whence verily are

these persons born?"

I, 4. Tasmai sa hovdca prajdkdtno ha vai prajd-

patih sa tapo ’tapyata sa tapas taptvd sa

mithunam utpadayate rayinca prdnancetyetau

me bahudhd prajah kariqyata iti,

To him he (Pippalada) said Prajapati (was) desirous of

off-spring. He practised penance. He, having practised

penance, creates the pair * Rayi ’ and ‘ Prana ’, thinking that

these two will make for me manifold off-spring.

Commentary :

Atha Kabandhi

:

After a year with the permission of others

(his co-seekers) Kabandhi approached Pippalada as instructed

in the scriptures and asked : what ?

Bhagavan

i

Master, whence .The meaning is clear.

Tasmai sa ha : He (Pippalada) replied to Kabandhi who
asked as stated above

Prajdkdmo ha vai : Prajapati desirous of off-spring. Here

Prajapati means Brahman, since the passage refers tp the Cause

(of creation), and Vyasarya has established that the word

Prajapati refers to Brahman. 1

h The Grantha ed# gives the reading * VSkyatvSt,’ The Anandasfr^ma

Printed text gives ' VSkySt
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Sab •* The well-known Prajapati, the Supreme Soul

desirous of creating progeny practised penance of the form of

contemplation as to the things which have to be created.

atapyata

:

made

sa tapas taptva: He having thus contemplated on the

things to be created He created the pair called Matter and

Soul mentioned here as Rayi«nd Prana. This is the meauing.

With what idea (purpose)?

(To this query) He (Pippalada) replies.

etau me : For me desirous of off-spring these two Rayi and

Prdtta will create creatures of mauifold types. With this idea

(He Prajapati, created). This is the meaning.

I. 5. Adityo ha vai pram rayir eva candratna

rayir eva etal sarvarn yanmurtahcdmurtahca

tasmdn murtir eva rayih.

Aditya indeed is prana : rayi alone the Moon Rayi

indeed is all this which is with form and that which is

formless : therefore form alone is Rayi.

Commentary .•

Adityah

;

Aditya is he who takes up (adatte) ; the enjoyer

;

wherefore he is prana, breath, is the meaning. The reason why

he is called breath will be explained immediately.

Rayir eva candramah

:

Rayi indeed is the Moon. This he

explains thus

:

Rayir eva etat sarvam

:

By the word 1 murta '
are indicated

earth, water and fire. By the word ‘ arnurta ’ are indicated ‘air’

and ' ether
’

The entire group ofelements is ‘ rayi

'

food, the enjoyable.

This is the meaning.

Tasmdt : therefore

tnitrify

:

that is all the body made up of five elements is

the enjoyable. This is the meaning.
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I. 6 & 7. Athdditya udayan yat firdcim diham pravi-

sati tena prdcydn prdndn rasmiqu sannidha-

tie, yad daksindm yat praticim yad udicim

yad adho yad urdhvam yad antard diso yat

sarvam prakdsayati tena sarvdn prdifdn

rasmi^u sannidhatte. (6)

sa e$a vaisvdnaro vih&arupafy prdno’gnir

udayate. Tad etad red
9bhyuHam. (7)

Now when the sun rising up enters the eastern direction

by that (he) places in his rays the eastern breaths. When
he enters the south, the west, the north, below, and above and

the directions between, when he illumines all, by that he

places all the breaths in his rays.

Such this Vaisvanara, one having all as his form, the

Breath, the fire, rises up : This is stated in the rk (verse) :

1. 8. Visvarupatn harinam jdtavedasam

parayanam jyotir eham tapantam :

sahasrarasmilt satadha vartamdnah

prdnah prajdndm udayatyesa suryah

:

The Sun, with thousand rays, the breath of Beings

following Hari. having all for his form, the manifestor

of the Vedas, the ultimate goal, the one burning effulgence,

rises up hundredfold.

Commentary:

Atha Adityah ; Now the Sun. After explaining Rayi,

the Sun. ‘ is being explained
!

is to'be supplied

In other words the reason why the enjoyer called here

* Aditya

'

is called Breath ‘ Prana \ is given ;

Udayan yat prdoim dikam piavikali : When becoming

awakeffrom its state of deep sleep (susnpti), this soul, jiva,

illumining all, the east, south, west, north) below, above and

those spaces between these, upbears all the orgaus that lie

in these directions, through its rays called functional

consciousness or cognition (dharma-bhuta-jndna). Therefore
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it is itself prdtia (breath) on account of its control over (all)

the organs. This is the meaning.

Pracim disam : The East

Pravisatt : enters, i.e. illumines. In other words, it

becomes aware of objects lying in the East

tena : For that reason

Prdcydn prdndn rasinisu sgmnidhaite : places the eastern

breaths in its rays

It controls, directs, the organs such as eyes etc., which

reveal objects in the eastern quarter, through its rays called

dharma-bhuta-jhdna (functional cognitive consciousness). In

the absence of its presence as controller of the sense organs

through the dharma-bhuta-jhdna, there will arise no perception

of colour etc., through the instruments (of cognition) such as

the eyes and others, since the instruments are incapable of

functioning when not directed by the sentient soul. This is

the idea. With regard to (the subsequent passages beginning

with) yad dak$indm etc... : the passages must be completed

by supplying appropriate words such as “ When it enters the

South for that reason it places in its rays the sense-organs in

that direction.” For the sake of brevity these -words have

been omitted (in the text) in each of the passages. Here it

should have been said that ' the Supreme soul wishing to

create off-spring brought forth matter and soul * but instead

of that, matter and soul are indirectly referred to as ‘rayi ’

and Prana,
and a^ain ' rayi

’ and 4 prana ’ are referred to as

Moon and Sun." This is for the purpose of indicating that

these things are not to be taught in plain language according

to the maxim 44 Gods love the indirect indeed ” {Ait. Up. I. 3).

Then he teaches that the arising group of eujoyers

mentioned alieady as the Aditya and Prana in the passage

* Aditya indeed is prana is that I which has the Supreme Self

as soul ; sa eqa vaikvdnaro visvarupah

Yah : Who, already spoken of as Prajapati
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Xaikvanarall

:

called Vaisvauarah, oa account of his

being the leader of all men

Visvarupafy':ca.\\&d visvariipa on account of his having all

as His body

Agnih

:

called Agni on account of His possessing the

qualities of leading (all) to the front, and etc.,

set esah : this Supreme Self* already mentioned as Praja-

pati

pranahi being of the form of the group of enjoyers

mentioned as prana in the passage ‘ The Sun indeed is Prana

udayale ; rises up. This is the meaning.
f „ j

This mantra was referred to by Sri Ramanuja (in the Sri

Bliasya, Vasivdnarddhikctraria) taking for gianted that this

mantra has reference to the Supreme Self (and not to the

individual soul). It may be therefore seen that this mantra

has been interpreted as here

Tad etad ..red

;

Having regard to such this Brahman
it is stated by the rk verse as follows

Vtsvarupam \ Having all as its body

Jatavedasam1
: One from whom the Vedas have arisen,

that is one who produces all knowledge, as is stated in the

passage ‘ The ancient knowledge too has issued out from It

(&veL Up. III. 18;.

pardyatiam : the ultimate object of attainment

jyotir : possessing rays that reveal all

ekam

:

without a second
Jr

' tdpantam

:

who heats (creatures) by his forms of inner

stomach fire, and Sun and others, as stated in the srutis and
snirtis : ‘‘He heats one’s own body from head to feet” (Tati,)

;

“I becoming the Vaisvanara residing in the bodies of beings

together with prana and apana cook the fourfold food’

(B. G. XV. 14)
*

J. S : omniscient*
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Harinam

:

Harim, Visnu is the meaning. The use of the

word Hari with the n-ending is Vedic

Vartamanah : Following ; in other words being His body

on account of his being dependent upon Him (for all his

behaviour)

Sahasra-rasmify : possessing knowledge of many things

prajdndm

:

of the creatures, immovable and movable,

praqafy: supporter,

Suryah : Bright as the Sun

: this soul

katadhd t assuming egoity in respect of different kinds of

bodies such as god, man etc.,

udayati : arises from the state of deep sleep (su^upti) or

rises up at the time of creation.

I. 9. Samvatsaro vai prajdpatis tasydyane dab$i~

nan cottaram ca. Tad yeha vai tad istdpurte

krtam ity updsate te Cdndramasatn eva lokam

abhijayante. Ta eva punar dvartante tasmdd

eta r$ayah prajdkdntd dakqinam prati-

padyante. Esa ha vai rayir yah P^trydnah

The year indeed is Prajapati. This has two ayanas

(paths), the Southern and the Northern.
1 So those who

devote themselves to sacrifices, constructions (of tanks) and •

doing (gifts) {istdpurta-krta) win the world of the Moon : and

those alone return (to the world of Birth).
8
Therefore those

‘ seers desirous of progeny take up the Southern path. Rayt

indeed is that which is the path of the fathers.

Commentary :

Having thus shewn the divisions of Prajapati who has

the subtle matter and souls for His body into enjoyable and
«

1. Cf. Brh. Up. 6. 2. 15-16. Ch. Up. 4. 15.5; 5. 10: Bh. G- VIII.24-26

2. A. V. XII 2. 52b.

2
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enjoyer, of the form of matter and soul (purusa) called in this

context i rayi
9 and 4

pratpa \ (Pippalada) begins to explain,

before showing the division of the same Supreme Self who is

of the form of the one undivided time (akhanda-kdla

)

into

divided (or divisible) time, with a view to facilitate understan-

ding {cittavataranaya) or for the sake of meditation (upasana)*

the division of Prajapati called the Year into 'rayi^

and *
praria' which mean the Southern path and Northern

path, and the division of Prajapati called month into the dark

and bright fortnights known by the name of * rayi
9
and

* prana, 9 and the division of Prajapati of the form of night

and day time known by the name * rayi * and *

praria ’ and in

this connection (^e begins) to show the superiority of the

northern path, the bright fortnight and the day-time,—all of

which are indicated by the word * prana \ over the southern

path, the dark fortnight, and night-time, all of which are

denoted by the word * rayi

samvatsara year etc.,

tasya : of Prajapati of the form of (divided) time called

samvatsara (year)

dak§inatn cottaram ca : called the southern'and the northern

ayane

:

paths : these are the two forms which support

the course of the Sun.

tad : tatra : of the two

ye : those, which persons,

istdpurit krtam : doing actions such as sacrifices, constru-

ction of tanks, and doing gifts ; the word * krta
’

in the text

is to be taken to mean ‘ datta ’
:
given, in parity with the

passage in another Upani§ad '‘Those who residing in a village

devote themselves to (activities) such as sacrifices, construc-

tion of tanks etc., and giving (CA. Up. V. 10. 3).

i$tam

:

sacrifices etc., enjoined in the scripture^ (sruti) 9

purtam : means digging (of tanks, wells etc.)

1. The Grantha text as well as the two Mss. add the word *

srauiam.
’

This is omitted in the Znandasrama text.
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iti : means such as these. Those who perform such

actions as sacrifices, gift-giving, digging of tanks, wells & etc.

attain the world of the Moon. The same persons return to

this world, but not those meditators of the Self who go by the

northern path. This is the meaning.

tasrriat ; . for this reason the^e devotees of action

prajdkdntdfa : desirous qj small results of the form of

children (progeny), heaven & etc.

f$ayafy : seers of small results

dakqinam : the southern path called pitryana

pratipadyante : take up,

eqah

:

this pitryana (is)

rayift : chiefly concerned with food ;
in other words, of

the form of material enjoyments.

Though the pitryana known from the authority “The

smoke, the night, the dark tfortnight)’ * etc tGita VI IL 24),

and mentioned in the Puranas as the Southern path beginning

with the smoke and ending with the Moon, and the Pitryana

called the Daksinayana of the form of six months which are

parts of the year (from the month when the Sun enters Cancer

to the date when the Sun enters Capricorn) are quite different

from each other, still, it can be seen that the mention of these

two, time and path, as identical is proper, since both are

usually denoted by the word *daksmayana

\

I. 10, Athottarena tapasa brahmacaryena sraddhayd

vidyayd”tmdnatn anvisyddityam abhijayante,

Eiad vai prdndndm dyatanam etad amrtam

abhayam etatpardyanam etasmdn na punard-

vartanta ity eqa nirodhah* tad eqa klokah*

'I hen by the northern (path) having sought the self by

means of tapas, brahmacarya, faith, knowledge, attain the

Sun (Aditya). This is the abode of breaths. This is

immortality void of fear. This the supreme goal. From

this (the souls) never return. This is the prevention (to re-

turn). Regarding this is the verse

:
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Commentary :

atha

:

The word ‘then* indicates the beginning of the next

topic. Those (seers) who as stated in the passage . ‘what

shall we do with (our) offspring or tapas" are desireless

tapasd : by means of takers of the form of self- mortifica-

tion,

brahmacaryena : by means -of btahtnacarya of the form

of abstinence from sex-activitv,

sraddhayd : by means of faith of the form of belief in the

other world

;

Adityam vidyayd s by means of knowledge of the soul.

abhijdyante : Having meditated upon (lit. seeking after)

the Supreme Self by means of the above (four ways), attain,

by the northern path of the Ards etc., theiSun who is the gate

for reaching Brahman, as stated in the passage (Ch. Up. V.

10.3) “From the Sun to the Moon, from the Moon to the

lightning, the super-human Man that leads these (souls) to

Brahman”. This is the meaning. 1

P:ana : low praising the Self mentioned as that

which has to be sought after, (Pippalada) shews that for them

theie is no return (to birth or samsdra).

etad vai prdi}dndm : The neuter gender ‘etat’ in

accordance with the word 'dyatanam' (which is neuter).

prdtidndm : stands for those who breathe (i.e. living beings)

dyatanam the supporter; since the Supreme Self is

stated to be the supporter of all sentient beings in the passage.

‘•Just as the felly is fitted in the spokes of the chariot-wheel, and
the spokes are fitted in the nave, even so these subtle elements

are fitted in the souls (pi ajndmdtrds) and the souls are fitted

in the breath” (Kausitaki. Up. III.8)

etat pardyattam : this (is) the ultimate goal to be attained,

is the meaning.

1 The AnandSsrama ed has an additional sentence here that is not

found in the Grantha ed* or the SVOI. Mss,
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etasman net Punar avartante : (here)
1 meditators * is to be

supplied (as subject). The meaning is ‘ Those who go by the

northern path return not after attaining the supreme Sell as

stated in the passage’ “But after attaining me, O Arjuna, there

is no birth again there afterwards.” (QVa IX. !«).

e$ah

:

the Supreme Self mentioned already as Prajapati in

the passage (I. 4) “Prajapati (wasl desirous of off spring” etc.

tiirodhah : prevention: is Be who puts an end to the

return (to birth) of him who has attained Him.

Therefore it is right to say that in the case of the soul

who meditating on Him has attained Him, the Supreme
Soul called Prajapati, has no return (to birth-cycle). This
is the idea.

Since in this passage by the pronoun 4 e$a
9

Prajapati is

referred to, the word dtman in (the previous passage) 4 dlmd-

nam anvi^ya
9 has reference to Prajapati alone. Therefoxe it

can be seen that Vyasarya bearing all this in his mind has

said in the section * satva-vydkhydna 9

(&ri Bhd§ya I. 4. 8th

adhikarana) that
44
since in the passage :

4 tapasd na punard-

vartante
9

there is made mention of non-return 1

to one who
had gone by the path of Light etc,, he who is mentioned as

Prajapati in the passage ‘ prajdkdmo..,.,..* (I. 4) is the supreme

Brahman.

tat (tasmin

)

: In respect of that Prajapati of the form of

the year

e$a slokah : the verse that follows (is quoted)

I, 13. Pancapddam pilaram dvddasdkrtim

diva ahuh pare

2

ardhe puri$inam* ;

atheme anya u pare vicaksanam

sapta.akre qadara dhur arpitam UL

Some say that the Father with five feet (and( twelve forms

and having a cover lies in the place beyond heaven. Then

1. Th^oiiginal in the Srvtaj>rak&sika has * anavrttii. *

2. cf BV. 1.164. 12.

3. S. renders it as * full of water * cf. Trans, of RV* 1. 164. 12.
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there are those others indeed who declare that (the

world)

4
is fitted (to the chariot) with seven wheels and six

spokes firmly.

Commentary :

pahcapddatn ; This means one who has five feet of the,

form of
2 vatsara, samvatsara, parivatsara, iddvatsara and

anuvatsara. Or else, the six seasons (beginning with Vasanta)

become five when the last two jffiematUa and Sihira' aie taken

as one3
. Pancapdda means one who has these five as his feet*

pitaram : father, the creator of all

dvddakahrtim : Having twelve months as hts forms,
&

divah pare

:

beyond heaven

ardhe : in the place

purisinam ; by the word * puri&a
9

is indicated the cover

of the globe of the universe, which is adjacent
4

to the golden

world (svarnabhumi), He who has this abode is Purt$in*

This word goes with dhufy : they say.

atha : this word indicates consideration of another view.

u: It is a determinative particle (meaning * eva
9

: alone).

para : indicates superiority ue., superior to those men-

tioned above (in the first half of the verse)

1. s. also holds the same view. But Griffith says that
1 God ’ is so

fitted or mounted.

Thissloka is found in RV . 1. 164. 12a; AV

.

IX. 9 12a.

RV. I. 164. 12 (Griffith)

“They call him in the farther half of Heaven *the Sire five-footed, of

twelve forms, wealthy in watery store. These others say that he, God with

far seeing eyes, is mounted on the lower seven wheeled six spoked car”

AV. IX. 9. 12. (Whitney)

The five footed father, of twelve shapes [akrfi) , they call him rich in

Ground (purisititi) the far (para half of the sky; then these others call (him)

set {arpita) in the lower outlook that served wheeled, six spokes ”

2. Cf. Kafhaka Brahmana ; Taitii . Brahmana III, 10. 4.

3. CL cf. III. 9. L
t

. . »

4. The reading here may be ‘ santtihhattt
1

instead of * sannihitam

which would give the meuiin* : of the colour of gold, cf Isa, 15
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ime : these knowers of the truth of time

saptacahte

:

having the seven planets, Sun, etc as wheels,

sadare : having six seasons as spokes,

In such a chariot called a year, the whole world,

vicaksanam : a! ly, so as to be unshakeable,

arpilam

:

is fitted

iti ahuh

:

Thus they say,*

L 12. Mdso vat prajdpatis tasya kr$napaksa eva

rayih suklah pranas ta&tndd eta rsayah sukla

istam kurvanttfara itarasmin.

*

Month indeed is PrajSpati : His dark fortnight is ‘ rayi ’

and (His) bright fortnight is breath {prana). ' herefore

these seers perform sacrifices (ista) in the bright (fortnight).

Others in the other (*'.«. dark fortnight).

Commentary :

For the sake of meditation, (updsana

)

(Pippalada) shews

that just as the year is divided into the forms of ‘ray? and

'prana,’ so also the month is divided

mdsah prdnah : The meaning is clear.

tasmat . ...: therefore. Because the bright fortnight is

superior (to the lark fortnight) on account of its being prana

therefore,

rsayah : seers, all the seers of the trancendental things

hukle : in the bright fortnight alone
*

istam : all the desired good actions
*

kurvanti

:

do.

itare : (but) other seers, the ignorant

itarasmin : In the other, that is in the dark fortnight

which being non-prana has no value (do these actions).

I. 13. Ahoratro vai prajdpatis tasydhar eva pratfo

ratrir eva rayih, pranam va ete praskandanti
m
ye diva ratya samyujyante. Brahmacaryam

eva tad’ yttd ratran ratya samyujyante.
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The day and night indeed are Prajapati. His day time

is breath. His night is rayi. Those who enjoy sexually

during day time waste their breath ; (whereas) sexual enjoy-

ment during night time is Brahmacarya itself.

Commentary ;

This same division (into breath and rayi) (Pippalada)

shews in respect of day and night for the sake of meditation

(updsana).

ahoratro vai : the meaning is clear.

Because day time is of the form of breath, therefore

ratyd : for sexual enjoyment Here the instrumental case

is used to denote the canse which is here the end,

ye diva samyujyante ete

:

by the day which is the breath

those who have intercourse with women— these,

Praqam vai

:

the breath itself

ptaskandanti

:

dry up very much. Due to misuse of

breath they kill breath itself.

Raising the question ‘If so’ the householders (grhastha

)

should not approach their wives (at all), (Pippalada) replies

(now) that they could (approach their wives) during night

times.

brahmacaryatn eva: indeed it is continence. Intercourse

with women during night times is continence itself. It

cannot be called copulation (maiihunam), that is, it does not

canse any harm.

I , 14. Atxnam vai Prajdpatis tato ha vai tad retas

tasmdd imaty prajah prajdyanta iti.

Food indeed is Prajapati. From Him verily the semen.

From it come forth these creatures.

Commentary :

Raising the question as to how Brahman who is of the

form of matter, soul and time, can be said to be the material

cense since it is seen that this semen which is an evolute of
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food is the material cause of creatures, (Pippalada) answers

(as above)

annam vai : because Brahman called Prajapati is Himself

in the state of food, and in the state of semeu resulting from

it, therefore all creatures come forth from the Brahman who

is of the form of different states of matter, soul, time in the

form of year, month, etc., food and semen. So it is reasona-

ble to say that Brahman called Prajapati is the material

cause.

I. 15. Tad ye ha vai tat prajdpativratam caranti te

mithunam utpddayante . Tesdm evaisa

Btahmaloko Yesdm tapo brahmacaryam yesu

satyam pratisthitam.

I. 16, Tesdm asau viraja Btahmaloko na yesu

jihmam anrtam na mdyd ceti.

Therefore those who perform the prajapatrvow bring

forth a pair. For those alone this world (of Brahman).

Who practise tapas and Brahmacarya (and) in whom truth

is established

:

For those this faultless world of Brahman : in whom
there is no crookedness and falsehood (and) no trickery.

COMMENTAKY ,*

In this connection, deprecating those who do not seek

liberation, Pippatada praises those who seek :

Tad ye ha vai

:

therefore those who perform the prajapati*

vow as duty, that is eating food called here Prajapati, annam

vai prajdpatify : (Praina. I. 1 4), those who are given to eating

food and incontinence, verily those alone bring forth progeny.

e$a Brahmalokafy : this world that is of the form of sons

and cattle and food 1

; the world of the form of Brahman as

effect (kdrya-bhuta), is only for those but not for the seekers of

the Self. This is the idea.

1. This reading is in KnandSsrama ed. It is not found in Mss. and

grantha. The Mss. (SVOI) further omits ; karyabhUtahr#hmarUpa

3
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yesdm : On whose part there is self-mortification (drying up
of the body, tapas) that is abstention from eating excessively*

and avoidance of sexual enjoyment and in whom truth

speaking is established, and in whom there is no crookedness

such as described in the passage ‘ wicked men have one thing

in the heart and another in their speech and still another in

their acts,’ and in whom there is no falsehood, such falsehood

as is injurious to others,

1
for

r
them there is the world of

Brahman free from all faults.

Brahmalokah: means Brahman Himself is the world.

That is Brahman is the ultimate goal (to be attained), since this

is the interpretation given by Vyasarya in the sarva-vyakhyana-

dhikatana.

iti : indicates conclusion of the chapter.

End of the First Prasncc.

SECOND PRAJsNA

II i. Atha hainam Bhdrgavo Vaidarbhih
papraccha. Bhagavan katyeva Devdh pra-

jam vidhdrayante katara etat prahdsayante

kah ptmar esdm varistha iti.

Then Bhargava Vaidarbhi asked him (Pippalada) : “Sire,

how many gods support the creatures ? Who (among them)

illuminate this ? Who again ss the best* among these ?

Commentary :

Now are introduced questions for the sake of elucidating

the (nature of) inner soul (which is) distinct from the body
t

organs, mind, breath & etc. ..It is stated by Vyasarya that “In

the following sections the inner soul is clearly taught.”

Atha-, After the question by Kabandhin (had been

answered)

t. No commentary on the word , maya
'

is found in the taxt.

2. Hume translates ' chiefest
*
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Bhargavo Vaidarbhih papraccha

:

(Pippalada) was asked

by Bhargava Vaidarbhi thus

:

Bhagavan : O Sire 1 What number of gods support the

creatures of the iorm of immovable and movable? Which
among the same gods illuminate this body, the effect of them ?

Who again among them is the superior ?

II. 2. Tasmai sa hovacakqpo ha vd e§» devo vdyur

agnir dpah prthivl vcihmanascaksuhsrotram

ca, Te prakasyabhivadanti vayam etad

banam avastabhya vidhdraydmah.

To him he (Pippalada) said :
' Indeed this ether, the

god wind, fire, water, and earth, speech, mind, the e> e, and

the ear, these illumnating (the bod} )f
declare “ We uphold

and support this arrow
1 [bdna)”

Commentary :

Tasmai sa hovdca . the meaning is clear.

"With a view to describe the chief breath {prana) as the

supporter, the illuminator and the best, he (Pippalada) narrates

a story.

Ha vai : indicates too-well-knowitness

esah : The well-known ether (akasa)

Devah : One who goes ; from ‘ div ’ to go. Such Vayu
Agni, Apah, Prthivl

;

Vdk : by the word ‘ speech ’ are indicated by secondary

significance all the motor organs

Cakqufy krotram ca : By the words eye * and * ear * the

sense-organs are indicated.

Te : These Akasa and others : all having assembled and
standing around said pointing to the body thus “We
support and uphold the body which wanders like an arrow.”

The meaning is * We support it since we are able to perform

various actions such as creating space (avakdsa)''
*

1, Hume translates
4
trunk *

2. The S.B* text reads Ukasa.
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II. 3, 4. Tan varisthah prana uvdca via moham dpa-

dyothdham evaitat pancadhatmanam pravi-

bhajyaitad banatn avaqtabhya vidhdraydmiti.

Te’kraddhadhdndh .

,

So ’bhimandd urdhvam utkrdmata iva tasmin-

nutkrdmatyathetare sarva cvofkrdmante tas-

mimkca prtiaqthamdne sarva evaprati^thante-

Tad
,
yathd mak$ikd madhukarardjdnam

utkramantam sarva evotkrdmante, tasmimbca

pratiqthamdne sarva eva pratiqthanta evam

vdhmanascakquh srotram ca te pritaftprdnam

stunvanti

:

To them, Prana, ^the chiefest breath, said * Do not get

deluded. I alone differentiating myself five-fold uphold and

support this arrow.’ They were distrustful. He, being

proud, went up as it were. When he begins going out,

then all the rest begin to go out. When he settles down

then all of them settle down, even as all the honey-bees go

out when their leader (king bee) goes out and settle down

when he settles down. So also speech, mind, eye and ear.

They (being) pleased praised breath.
1

Commentary :

Tan vari$thak : The meaning is the chiefest breath said

to this effect.

Md moham apadyatha : Do not get deluded. O ethei and

others, do not get this perverse view. I alone diffirentiating

myself into the five forms of prana, apdna, vydna, saindna and

uddna support (this arrow). What is meant by the chiefest

breath in saying thus is” O ether etc., you are capable of,

yielding such particular effects as space and others® ; but I am
capable of doing your activities because of being the cause of

(all) your actions. But in respect of the action of keeping

alive (any creature) which I perform none among you is

capable.

i. ct BG, XV, 8. BANA translated as 1 arrow * means sarlram.

% Snanda ed* and NSgari ms : add na tu sarvakaryaksamah*
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Te akraddadhdndh : They had no belief in his words.

Then the Breath perceiving their pride, overtaken by pride,

with a view to exhibit his power over the hundred and eight

vital spots lifted himself out of his place a little. The word
‘ iva

'

means ' a little’. In case of his actual going out there

would result an irreparable loss of the body. Thus thinking

he lifted himself out a little alone. This is the idea.

Tastnin utkrdmati : Thus when the chief breath rose up .

all the other breaths rose up.

Tasmimstu

:

When he settled down lest the body should

fall all the other breaths settled down. Here (he) gives an

illustration:

Yeethd maksikd madhukara : even as the honey-bees rise

up to follow the king-bee in its rising up and when be settles

down they settle down, even so the breaths, speech etc., do

the same as the chief breath does. This is the meaning.

Te prltah : Speech and others pleased with this manife-

station of the greatness of the chief breath, praised Him.

This is the meaning.

Slunvanti: The change of conjugation instead of stuvanti

is a Vedic exception.
f

II. 5. Eso 'gnistapatye§a surya esa parjanyo ma~
ghavan esa vayuh : esa prthivl rayir devah

sadasaccamftam cm yat .

This as fire heats. This is Surya, Parjanya Indra, this

Vayu ; this earth, god rayi, and sat and asat and what is

immortal.

Commentary :

He (Pippalada) cites the hymn of praise.

Esah: mukhyapranafy: this chief breath burns with the

form of fire.

SuryaJt : this chief breath is himself the Sun, since the

existence of all depends upon him. The co-ordination (sdmdna -

dhikaranya) is in accordance with the maxim that “whose exis-

tence is dependent on which, that is called as that itself
1

.
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(liberally rendered fit means that if any thing is dependent

upon another thing then the former can be called by the name

of the latter. Here the existence of Stirya depends upon the

chief breath. Therefore Surya is called the chief breath itself).

rayir devah : That is the god who has become water ; in

other words the Moon.

sad asat : The words sat anS asat refer to- the present and

the non-present, or to the perceived and the non-perceived

(immediate and mediate objects) or to the gross and the subtle

or the sentieut and uon-sentient.

Amrta

:

tefers to liberation, since it also depends upon

that (breath)

II. 6. Ard iva rathandbhau prdne sarvam prati-

sthitam | Rco yajum^i sdmdni yajnah

ksatram brahma ca.
||

All is established in the breath even as the spokes are

joined in the nave of the chariot. The rks, yajusand samans:

sacrifices, the ksatriya and the brahman (castes).

Commentary:

Ardly. the word 'ardh' means the sticks that lie between

the nave and the felly of the wheel (of the chariot). The have

(nabhi) means the central part of the wheel. Just as the

spokes are fixed in the nave even so are all established m this

breath.

sarvam

:

All. The meaning of ‘all’ is clearly elucidated by

fco yajumsi etc.

Brahma ksatram ca : Here the words 'brahman and hsatra'

indicate through secondary significance all the living cieatures

immovables and movables. Thus having described the quali-

ties of the chief breath pointing out at Him with the finger to

each other, now they (the other organs mentioned) $raise'Him

addressing Him directly

;
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II. 7. Prajapatiscarasi garbhe tvatn eva pratijayass !

tubhyam prana prajastvima balim hatanii

yah pranaify pratiti$fhasi il

Thou alone the Prajapati movest in the womb (of the

creatures) and thou art born. These creatures take offerings

(bali) to thee who art established by breaths.

Commentary :

Prajapatis carasi : You being the protector of (all)

creatures move in the womb with the form of wind called

breath etc. (and) also being indeed of the form of the father

on account of being the cause of conception and its develop-

ment are born as son and others contrary to your being its

cause.

Prana

:

O breath, these creatures of the form of movables
» *

and immovables

tubhyam : are subservient to you, since,

balim : the food etc., (offerings)

haranti : upaharanti : (they! carry or take for you who are

established in all creatures through the functions of breathing

and others.

II. 8. Devanam asi vahnitamah pitrnam prathama svadha |

rsinam caritam satyam atharvahgirasdm asi. il

Thou art the carrier (of oblations) to the gods : (thou art)

the first oblation to the fathers: (thou art) the true conduct of

the seers, Atharvans and Angirasas.

Commentary :

Devanam asi vahnitamah

:

the best carrier of oblations for

the gods.

pitrnam prathama svadha
:
yon alone are the chief one

who causes pleasure to the fathers

R$inam : You are the most superior activity of the

form of regular and occasional (nitya and naimittika) duties

of the seers, Atharvans and Angirasas
;
this is the meaning.
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II 9. Indras tvam prdtia tejasa rudro'si pari *

raksitd I

Tvam antarikse carasi suryas tvam jyoti$am

patih. II

Thou art Indra, O Breath ! thou art the Rudra by his

power (tejas), (and) the protector. Thou movest in the

atmosphere, thou art the Surya lord of luminaries.

Commentary:

Indras tvam : O Breath you are Indra,
‘ The supreme

Lord’ is the meaning, since the root is * idi to lord over

absolutely.’

tejasa : with power of the form of ability to slay all

tvam Rudrali : you are He who causes (all) to weep

Pariraksita

:

means you are also the protector during the

creative period (sthiti-kdla)

.

Tvam antarikse : you becoming the Sun. the highest

among the luminaries, move in the sky.

II, 10. Yadd tvam abhivarsasyathemdh prdtia te

prajdh I

Anandarupds tiqthanti kdmdydnnam bhavi-

Syatiti. i|

When thou rainest then O Breath, these thine creatures

remain joyful (with the hope) that there will be food to their

heart’s content.

Commentary :

Yadd tvam: O Breath, when you having the form of

clouds shower rain then these your creatures become blissful.

For what reason ?

Kdmdya : for there will be food enough for (performing)

disired things ; since it is stated in the Chdndogya Up. (VII.

10. i). “Whenever there is good rain then the 'Creatures

become blissful hoping that theer will be plenty of food.’’
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II 13, Vratyas tvam pranaikarsir atta vUvasya

satpatih s

Vayam ddyasya ddtdrah pita tvam Mdtarisva

nah i;

O Breath 1 Thou art vratya t Thou al o the chief seer,

the eater of the world (visva) 9 the protector of the good.

Wear© the givers of the enjoyable,

Thou art our father, Mlftarisvan.

Commentary :

Vratyafy : O Breath you are vrdtya ,* brahman without
sanctifying ceremonies. You yourself are the chief seer of

the mantras. You yourself are also the destroyer of the

world. You yourself are also the protector of the good-men.

vayam : we are the givers to you of the eatable, that is,

enjoyable. In other words, (we are) servants O Matarisvan,
you are the father, that is, our nourisher. The absence of the

two ‘ n ’s in Mdtarisvanah can be considered to be Vedic
exception.

II* 1 2. Yd te tanur vdci pratiqthitd yd krotre ya ca
cak$u$i

j

Yd ca manasi santatd kivdm tarn kuru

motkramih 11

What form of thine is established in speech

what in the ear and what in the eye

and what form in the mind (is) stretched

that form make thou beneficent. Do not go out (of the body).

Commentary :

Yd te tanur vdci ... ..Which power is always established

in the organs of speech etc., that is the power helping in

controlling these organs, please make that power beneficent.

Do not make (that power) useless (akivdm) by your going out

The meaning is : Do not go out (of this body).

II. 13. Pranasyedam vase sarva^t tridive yat

prati$thitam
I

Udteva pntrdn rahqasva srikca prajndm ca

vidhehi na iti 1!

1. Vratya :
" Vratyah samskSrahinas sy5t” Atnara.

4

«
•
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All this (is) dependent on the will of Breath ; (also)

what is established in Heaven. Protect (ns) just as the

mother (protects) her sons. Bestow on us riches and

intelligence.

Commentary :

Pranasyedatn : All the world dwells in His will. Vaka

means will. That means the world is dependent upon His will.

Yacca tridive : And whatever is established in Svarga

and others is also dependent on Breath. Therefore protect us

even as the mother (protects) her sons. Give us wealth (Sri)

of the form of ability in performing our prescribed activities
#

and intelligence conducive to it.

End of the Second Prasna,

THIRD PRASNA

III. 1.A th'a hatnam Kausalyascasvalayanah paprac*

cha. Bhagavan hula e§a prdno jdyate katham

ayatyasmihchatira dtmanam vd pravibhajya

katham prdtisthafe kenotkramate katham -

*

bahyam abhidhatte katham adhyatmatn iti*»

Then Kausalya Asvalayana asked him (Pippalada) Sire,

whence is the breath born ? How does he come into this

body ? and how is he established (in this body) dividing

himseelf ? By which does he go out ? How does he exist

without and within ?

Commentary :

Atha hainam .. :The meaning is clear.

prdti$thate: pratiii$thati : is established,

bahyam abhidhatte

:

exists nearby in the form ofthe things

lying outside. This is tb<§ meaning; since bahyam (that which

III. 2. Tasmai sa hovacdtiprainan prcchasi brahmi-

stho* siti tasfndf te'ham bravimi.
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He (Pippalada) said to him " you ask questions too big;

You are devoted to brahman. Therefore I shall teach you.”

Commentary :

S'

Tasmai*-* The meaning is clear*

atipraknan ; means things that lie beyond (all) question,

that is not fit to be questioned, occult. You ask. Therefore,

you are most devoted to Brahman, almost a knower of Brah-

man are you, that is you are not an ordinary man. There-

fore I shall teach you (that) on account ofyour fitness.

Ill, 3. Atmana evai$a prana jayate. Yathdisa puruse
chayaifasminnetadatatam mano 'krtenayatya-

smlncharlre.

This Breath is born from the Self alone. Just as the

shadow (chctya

)

(follows) when the man goes, (and) (just as)

in him this mind is always present (even so the breath)

comes into this body.
1

without effort.

Commentary ;

He (Pippalada) gives the reply to the first question,
2

This breath is born from the Supreme Self alone, Tlrs is

the meaning, since there is the passage “ Prana is born

from this, also the mind and all organs ”
(Mund. Up. II. i 3).

Then he gives the answer to the second question ; How does

the breath enter the body ?

Yathai§d Puruse :— Just as the shadow goes along with

the man when he goes,—certainly there is no other cause for

the movement of the shadow—and similarly thi<? mind without

any effort attaches itself in the soul inseparably (atafiam), even

so breath also without effort comes into tne body. That is,

the entry of the mind and breath into the "body is through

(with) the soul. The idea is that since breath cannot exist

separated from the man, the relationship of breath is only

t. The commentary of Sankara reads the first two sentences as the

answer to the first question. It considers that the process of entry of «the

breath int# the body is due to * the act of the mind’ resulting in sm and

Virtue.

% Xnadasram* ed. reads pvm&nasya for praihamasya.
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with the soul (jiva). Therefore no other cause is required

(than the entry of the soul into the body) in respect of the

entry of the breath, even as in the case of the mind. This is

the intention.

III. 4 . Yathd samrddevddhikrtdn viniyuhkte etdn

grdmdn etdngrdmdn adhitisthasvetyevame-

vaisa prana itardn prandn prthakprthageva
s*

sannidhatte.

Just as the sovereign commands his officers having '* do

you govern such and such villages ”, even so this breath

controls other breaths individually.

Ill 5. Pdyupasthe 'pdnain caksu&srotre mukhanasi -

kdbhydtft Pranah svayam pratisthate Madhye

tu samanafy, Esa hy etaddhutam annam
samam nayati tasmad etah saptdrciso

bhavanti .

(He controls) apana in the organs of excretion and gene-

ration ; himself (coming out) as prana from the mouth and

nose is established m the e}e and the ear : m the middle he

is samdna ; since this makes even the food tint ^as offered

{hutam) ; therefore these seven flames arise.

Commentary :~~

Now He (Pippalada) replies to the third question “ How
*

does the breath divid ng itself get established?
”

Yathd samrat ; Just as the sovereign assigning indivi-

dually his servants ; officers) in charge of certain duties with

the command that such and such officers shall govern such

and such villages is established in those villages, through

them, even so this chief breath is present or controls through

his own parts apana
,
vydna and others, other breaths corres-

ponding to villages.

Payupasthe : Payupastha means pdyu and upastha

{dvandva-samasa)
*

apdnam

:

Thete be fbieatb) gets established'' as apana
that is pet forming the function of excreting urine, faeces etc.
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pranah : the wind coming out from the mouth and nose

and thus being of the term of prana is established in the eye

and the ear (caksuk srotra), that is, he controls them*

Madhye : But in the middle he stands as samdna.

esafy : This, this samdna indeed

hutam : food etc., that is eaten

samam nayati

:

makes equal or appropriates to the

seven elements {dhdtus

)

(constituting the body) that is, divides

it.

tasmat : From thi s Samdna breath the seven flames of

stomach fire, named Kali, Kardli {Murid. Up.) arise.

III. f\ Hrdi hy esa dtmd. Atraitad ekasatam nddi-

ndm tdsdm satam satam ekaikasydm dvdsap-

tat ir dvasaptatih pratisdkhanddisahasrdni

bhavanty asu vydnas carati.

In the heart indeed is the self. Here are hundred and

one nadis. Each of these has seventy-tw o sub-nadis and in

each of these snb-nddis (hitas) there are 100000* branch-

nddis . in these (breath) moves (as) vydna.

Commentary :

—

Hrdi e§ah : This soul (jiva), in the heart in which the

breath resides as samdna also resides Here (in the heart)

there are hundred and one nddiis Each among these

has seventy-two divisions Each of these 72 divisions has

100,000 branching nadis. In these (branching) nadis (breath)

moves (as) Vydna . This is the meaning

III. 7 Athaikayordhva uddnah punyena punyam
lokam nayati pdpena pdpam ubhdbhydm eva

manuqyatokam

1. Ch Up VIII. The text as it is would seem to mean M Each of these

nadis has hundred (subdivisions) and again each one of them has 72,000

branch nadis. It is so construed by Sankaia, But R. R. thinks that satam

satam between tdsam and ekaikasydm is not significant, so it must be

akcu with sdkhdnddisahasrdipt.
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Then by a certain one (riadi) the breath as uddncc

upward-moving leads to the good world because of merit, and

to the evil world because of demerit? and to the human world

because of both.

Commentary :

Atha : indicates the beginning of a new vsentence (topic).

Ekayd : By a certain riadi
r

urdhvah : upward

uddnah : upward moving breath

putiyena : because of merit

Punyam lokam : the world of Svarga etc.

pdpena : because of demerit

pdpam : to the world of Naraka (hell)

ubhdbhydm : by both these, merit and demerit

manusyalokam ; to the human world

nayati : leads.

The answer to the question * How dividing himself does

the breath get established’, begins with “Just as the sovereign
55

and closes with “To the human world because of both.
55

In

the middle of this answer to the fourth questioa * By which

does he go up 5
is given in the passage

t% Then by a certain

riadi the breath as upward-moving uddna because of merit

leads to the good world.”

III. 8. Adityo ha vai bdhyah prana udayaty esa

hy enam cdk$u$am prdnam anugrhndnah .

Prthivydm yd devata saisd puruqasydpdnam
ava$tabhyantard yad dkdsah sa satridno

vdyur vyanaft.

Verily the outerprana rises up as the Sun (Aditya

)

ener-

gising the breath in the eye. That god who is on th^ earth

that is apdna of man Thai air which is in the midregion

is the samdna. The wind (is) vydna.

,
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Commentary ;

Then the reply to the question “How does he exist with-

out ?** is given.

Cdk$u$am prdnam: The organ that lies within the

eye-ball,

anugrhndnafi

:

vitalizing through furnishing the co-

operative cause called the ray! (afoka)

pranafy : The breath

ddiiyah bdhyafy udayati : outside rises with the form of

the Sun. Though Breath cannot be the Sun on account of

difference between them, yet it can be seen that external Sun

(Aditya) and others are stated to be breath etc., because of the

assumption of non-difference due to the breath-element pervad-

ing everywhere, or else for the sake of meditation.

prthivydm : That god who being of the form of

breath-element on the earth exists vitalising the organs of

excretion and procreation which are controlled by apana-hreath

of the man. This is the meaning.

Antara : It can be seen that the mention of akdsa

(ether) as the same as Breath controlling the ether is due to

secondary significance . This is the case with the following

passage also.

Samana indeed was spoken of as existing be* ween the

abodes of Prana and Apana, Similarly in the case of the

outer ether also the quality of being samana can be spoken of

since that is also between the outer Aditya ot the form of the

outer breath (Prana) and the earth of the form of outer apana

This is the intention.

Vdyur vydnah : 'I he external wind is of the form of vydna

on account of its vitalising the touch-organ etc., (because it

pervades everywhere the entire universe).

III* 9. 10
,

1

1

. Tejo ha vd udanas tasmdd upasantafejdh

Punarbhavam indriyair manasi satnpadyafndttaih
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Yaccittas tenaisa pranam dydti pranas tejasd
«

yuktafy i Sahatmana yathdsahhalpitan

lokan nayati n ya evam vidvdn pranam veda

na hdsya prajd hlyate *mrto bhavati . Tad esa

klokah :

Light verily is uddna . J herefore (the Purusa) with

declining heat comes to the breath together with the organs

settled in the mind in order to get another birth through

whatever desire he has in mind. Breath conjoined with th e

light and the self leads to the world according to his desire.

He who, knowing thus, knows the breath, his progeny

will not perish. (He) becomes immortal. There is a verse

in this connection

:

Commentary :

tejo ha vd uddnah : The outward light is uddna since it

is that which leads upward,

tasmdt......

:

For that reason that light alone is that

which leads upwards which is indicated here by the term uddna ,

upakdntatejdh : with the heat in his bod}’ gone out

e$aJt : this jlva (soul) at the point of death

yaccittah : in which his mind is, in other words which

desire he has got or which human birth or divine or other

one he desires

tenai on account of that desire

punar bhavam : in order to take rebirth

indriyair manasi sampadynidnaili* . .That jlva at the point

of death comes to the breath which is with the organs of

speech etc., having particular contact with the mind, as said

in the commentary on the Sutra (by Sri Ramanuja) “ The

speech with the mind as it is seen and on account of scripture”

(§ri Bhd§ya IV. ii 1) referring to the passage " The speech

merges in the mind” (Ch . Up* VI. 8* 6.). Though the scriptures

state that * All the breaths, chief aud subsidiary, go tg the soul

and not the soul to the breath, as in the passage * to this soul

at the time of death all the breaths go* (Brh Up* IV. iii. 38)
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and this has been stated in the Sutra “ It (the breath) in the

controller (soul) on account of its approach to him and others

(F.S. IV. ii. 4) and the meaning of the Sutra is explained in

the Commentary on that topic (adhikarana) thus

:

“ There the prima facie view is as follows “ Just as speech

and mind merge only in the mind and breath (respectively)

in accordance with the passage. ‘ The speech merges in the

mind and the mind in the brealh’ (Ch. Up. VI viii. 6.) similarly

on account of the passage :
* the breath (merges) in the light

’

{Ch. Up. IV. viii. 6.) the breath merges in the light alone.” In

reply to this view, we state ‘It (merges) in the controller’ (V. S.

IV. ii. 4). The breath merges in the controller of the organs, that

is, in the soul. * Because of its going to him and others,’

Pratta is stated in the scriptures as going to the soul. “ In the

same manner verily to this soul at the time of death all breaths

go forth.” Likewise the going-out of breath (BfA. Up. IV. iii.

38) along with the soul is stated : "When he goes out the breath

goes out following him” (Brh. Up. IV. iv. 2). and the estab-

lishment of the breath together with the soul is also stated

thus :
“ At the time of whose going upward I shall be going

out and on account of whose establishment I shall be establi-

shed ”
(Prakna Up. IV. 3). This mergence of breath in the

light after its contact with the soul is stated here in the

passage '* The breath (merges) in the light.” As the state-

ment *' That the Yamuna goes to the ocean ” is not improper

though the Yamuna goes to the ocean after joining the

Ganges, even so (here).” (kri-Bhaqya IV. ii. 4)

Still it can be seen it is proper to mention the soul as

going to the breath, as this passage chiefly concerns the

extolling of Breath.

pranas tejasa...: Then in the manner (mentioned) in the

passage ‘breath merges in the light and the light in the

Supreme Godhead ’ (Ch. Up. VI. viii. 6), conjoined with the

light and Supreme Self, the breath leads the dying person to

this or tflat world according to his will. Since thus the breath

is the cause of leading upwards (to other worlds) only

5
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along with the light, the light also is the canse of leading up-

wards, the light can well be udana. This is the idea. Though

it* the passage u Breath in the light the word ‘light* refers

to all elements and not only to the light-element as stated in

the Sutras “ In the elements on account of scripture to that

effect ** (IV. ii. 5),
t# Not only one (element) since {§ruti and

Smrti) show ” (IV. ii. 6) and the Bhdsya on these (Sutras), it

may be seen still that the (upa^adic) statement is correct,

since light is the chief element (among the elements) on the

strength of the Bhd§ya “ The Tight indeed mixed with the

other elements is indicated by the word light,**

III. 12. Utpattim ayatim sthdnam vibhutvam caiva

pancadhd I
Adhydtmam caiva prdnasya

vijndydmrtam asnute vijnaydmrtamaknute

iti H

One knowing the birth, the entry, existence and over-

lordship and also division of itself into five-fold forms in

the body (adhyatmam) of the breath attains immortality,'

attains immortality.

COMMRNTA RY

:

tvam: to him who meditates upon the breath with

reference to its origination, coming and establishment and

others (i.e., going out etc,), there is no loss of off-

spring, sons, grandsons and others. And also it becomes the

cause of freedom through the accomplishment of meditation

on Brahman obtained through the knowledge of the nature

of the Pure Inner ^elf.

tad e$a klokah : In respect of the meditation on the

breath, the following sloka is recited : this is the meaning.

Utpattim : The birth of the breath from the supreme Self

and its coming (into the body) along with the mind.i

sthdnam: His existence in such places of the body as the

organ of excretion and procreation and

vibhutvam : overlordship of the form of ownership men-
tioned in the passage ‘ Just as the sovereign commands his

officers *
(Prakna III, 4)
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t

adhydtmam^.pancadhd

:

The fivefold existence as

Prana etc,, and also its fivefold outer existence as Sun etc.,

indicated by the particle * ca ’ (and),

vijndya

:

knowing

amrtam asnute: one attains the Immortal, that is one

attains liberation. The repetition of ‘knowing one attains

the Immortal * indicates the^close of the reply.

End of the Third Praina .

FOURTH PRASNA

IV. 1. Atha hainam Sauryayani Gargyah papraccha.

Bhagavannetasmin puruse kdni svapanti

kdnyasmin jagrah batata esa devati svapndn

pasyati basyaitat subham bhavati kasminnu

sarve sampratisthita bhavantiti.

Then Sauryayani Gargya asked him (Pippalada) ** Sire,

which are those that sleep in this person ? (and) which are

awake in him ? As what does this god experience dreams ? for

what reason is it that delight occurs ? and who is that in

whom all are well established ?

Commentary :

Puruse

:

Person; when he is in sleep, must be added.

Rani asmin : Here also when is in sleep
4 must be added*

devah : Deva is jiva (soul). He is called * deva

on account of his possessing
4 luminosity * etc, (attributes).

katarah : Being of what nature does he experience

chariots etc. (cf. Brlfr. Up. IV 3 I ) in dreams. This is the

meaning.

Kasya. . .

:

Pot what reason does delight derived from

sense objects occur ? is the meaning
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IV. 2. Tasmai so hovaca, Yathd Gargya tnaricayo
9rkdsydstam gacchatah sarvd etasmimstejo-

mandala ekibhavanti, Tdh punafy punar

udayatajt pracaranty evam ha vai tat sarvam

pats deve manasyekibhavati. Tetta tarhye$a

puruqo na srnoti na pasyati na jighrati na

rasayate na spfsate nabhivadate nddatte

nanandayate na visfjate neydyale svapitityd-

cak$ate.

To him he (Pippalada) saicT’O Gargya, just as all the

rays of the sun Who sets become one with the luminary-orb

and again and again when he rises (they) spread allround

even so verily all that becomes one with the mind the

transcendent godhead. Therefore then this person does not

hear nor see nor smell nor taste nor touch nor speak nor

take nor enjoy nor excrete nor move about* They say “ (It)

sleeps
#

\

Commentary: -

Just as in the evening when the Sun sets, his rays become

merged in the Sun’s discus without spreading in all diiections,

and again when he rises his rays spreading in all directions

illuminate (everything),

evam tat sarvam ’ so all this group of seuse-oigans

pare deve tnanasi

:

in the mind that is superior to all

others, having the qualities such as luminosity

ekibhavati

:

becomes one ; becomes such as has a parti-

cular contact that hinders their tendencies doing their respec-

tive functions, this is the meaning
*

tena : because of the cessation of the ' activities of the

organs of hearing etc.,

Anandal}, : the function of procreative-organ

visargjafr : the excretary function

ney&yate : means does not move
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By the passage ending with * svapititydcdh^ate

*

the

reply is given to the question
4 what are those that sleep in

the person V that those that sleep are the outer organs of

sensing and action. The singular in * wapiti * is with

reference to the organs taken individually.

IV. 3 & 4. Prdndgnaya evaitasmin pure jagrati*

Gdrhapatyo ha vd* eso'pdno vydno'nvdhd-

ryapacano yad garhapatydt pranlyate prana•

yandddhavaniyah pranah.

Yaducchvdsanikvdsavetdvdhuti satnam naya-

tUi sa samdnah. Warn ha vdva yajamdna

iqtaphalam evodanah sa enam yajatndnam

aharahar brahma gamayati.

In this city (of Brahman) the fires of breath alone are

awake. The apana indeed is the gdrhapatya, \ydna is the

anvahdryapacana *dhavaniya is prana on account of being

taken, as it is from gdrhapatya * Since it makes even

the two oblations of the form of inhalation and exhala-

tion it is samdna. The mind verily is the sacrifices Uddna

verily is the result of the sacrifice, this leads the sacrificer

daily to Brahman.

COMMKNTAKY :

Then the reply is given to the question “Which are

those that are awake in him

Pranagnayafy : The fires of the form of breath, prdqa,

apana and others alone

etasmin pure

:

In this body referred to as city

jagrati : keep awake ; this is the meaning

Here it is intended for the sake of meditation to show

the identity of Agnihotra with the five breaths, inhalation,

exhalation and the mind which keeps awake during the sleep

1. Garhapatya is that which belongs to the householder.

2. Ativaharyapacana is that fire that cooks the rice called anvaharya.

3. Pranayanam means taking of the ahavanlya fire from the garhq*

patym which is kept horning always.
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state. The active mind is the sacrificer Apana is gdrhapatya

on account of its abiding in the Mulddhdra. Vydna that is

adjacent to it is the southern-fire called anvahdrya-pacana .

Prana that has its source in apana is dhavanlyat on account

of its similarity to dhavanlya fire which is taken from the

garhapatya fire (in sacrifice). The two functions inhalation

and exhalation that are dependent upon it are the two

oblations mentioned in the passage “Two in the. Ahavaniya’*

(&at. Rrdh>)

The Samana-btesith. that is the cause of inhalation and

exhalation is the Adhvaryu who can be described as he who
makes even the oblations. But the uddna-breath is such,

since it is that that leads the sacrificer upwards to the other

world. In this manner he (Pippalada) shows the eight things
*

that form parts of the Agnihotra (sacrifice), namely, the

sacrificer, the three fires, the two oblations, and the official'

ing priest and the result, in the eight things of the form of

five breaths, inhalation and exhalation and the mind

Though here according to the passage “ Even so all

these creatures daily approaching this Brahman do not

attain it*’ {Ch. Up VIII iii. 2) the approach towards

Brahman is taught only in respect 'of the soul and not in

respect of the mind, still since the mind is said to approach

the nerve purltat it cam be seen that the mention of leading

the mind to Brahman who is in the purltat is reasonable.

Then he replies to the question “ As what does this God
experience dreams ?”

IV. 5. Atrai$a devah svapne mahimdnam anubhavaH

Yad drstam detain anupasyati srutam

srutatn evdrtham anusrnoti desadigantaraisca

pratyanubhutam punafy punalq> pratyanu-

bhavgti drstam ca hqtam ca srutam cdsrutam

canubhWam cdnanubhutam ca saccdsacca

sarvcm pasyati sarvah pasyatu

Here this God enjoys greatness in (his) dream, since

h& reperceives whatever he had perceived and . rehears

whatever he had heard and whatever, has.been experiencedin ^
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other places and in other directions he again experiences (in

dream). He, being all, perceives all that have been seen aftd

not-seen, heard and the not-heard, experienced and not-

experienced, and the existent and the nonexistent.

Commentary :

atra : here, in this state (of dream)

esa devah: This soul

svaptie : in dream

tnahitndnam : greatness in possessing elephants, horses etc ,

anubhavati

:

experiences,

drqtamz what was seen during the waking state the

same one sees again in dream*

df^am drstam : frequently seen is the meaning

krutam: heard

desaz things experienced daily in other places and in

other directions he again and again experiences. There is no
rule that only things that were seen and heard are experienced

in dreams. At times things that were never experienced

such as cutting of one’s own body are experienced.

saccdsacca

:

existeut and non-existent

saroah pakyati : being all one perceives ; one, being the

seer, heater and the smeller, the goer, speaker and the rest,

experiences, this is the meaning.

The idea is though at that time (of dream) all the organs

of sense and action which function during the waking state

are inactive, still one, becoming the seer etc., with the help of

the body and organs created by Isvara in dream-state,

experiences.

IV. 6. Sa yadd tejasd'bhibhuto bhavatl qtratsa

devah svapandnna pasyafy atha yadetasmih-

charlre sukham bhavati.

When he becomes united with the Light then this god

experiences no dreams. Now whatever delight there is it

happens in this body.
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Commentary:

Safr : He

yadd : in which state

tejasa : with the supreme Self here called light on

account of its illuminating things

abhibhuto bhavati : as stated in the passage “ O child

then he becomes united with the* Being,” (Ch. Up. VI. viii. 1).

“ Verily he becomes then united with the Light" (Ch. Up.

VIII. vi. 8), becomes united, that is, gets embraced (by God).

atra : in this state

svapndn : dream-objects

na pasyati : does not see.

Now consequently the reply given to the question

“ As what does this god experience dreams ?” is that at

the time not becoming united with Brahman and when the

mind alone is left (to enjoy, work ?) then one experiences the

dream-objects. To the question “ For what reason does the

delight happen?” he (Pippalada) replies.* ...

Atha: Whatever delight happens thit delight happens

only when there is the body. This is the meaning. That is,

the body alone is the cause of pleasure derived from objects,

since there is the passage “ Pleasure and pain do not touch

one when one is disembodied ” (Ch. Up. VIII. xii. 1).
t1

IV. 7 Sa yatha sotnya vayamsi vasovrksam $amfirati$thante |

Evam ha vai tat sarvam para atmani sampratiqthate II

The birds resort to the tree in which they reside, just as

this instance, even so do all these verily go to the Supreme

Self.
i

Commentary ;

He (Pippalada) now gives the reply to the question “ In

whom are all established

vayamsi : birds
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vasovrksam

:

the tree wherein they dwell

prati

;

to (must be added)

sampratisthante : resort

sa yathd : just as the example so also these are established

in the Supreme Self. This is the meaning.

IV. 8. Prthivl ca prthivlmdtrd capakcapomatra ca

tejasca tejoniatrd ca vdyusca vdyumdtrd

cdkdsascakdsamdtrd ca caksusca dra$tavyam

ca kroiram ca srotavyam ca ghrdnam ca

ghrdtavyam ca rasasca rasayitavyam ca tvak

ca sparsayitavyam ca vdk ca vaktavyam ca

hastau cddatavyam copasthascdnandayi-

' tavyam ca pdyusca visarjayitavyam ca pddau

ca gantavyam ca manasca mantavyam ca

buddhisca boddhavyam cahahkarascdhah-

kartavyam ca cittam ca cetayitavyam ca

tejasca vidyotayitavyam ca prdnasca vidhdra-

yitavyam ca.

And the earth and the subtle earth, and water and the

subtle water, and light and the subtle light, and wind and

the subtle wind, and theether and the subtle ether, the eye

and the perceivable the ear and the audible, the nose and the

smellable, taste and the tastable, touch and the touchable,

speech and the speakable, hands and the graspable, the

genetive organ and the enjoyable, the anus and the excreble,

the feet and the walkable, mind and the mindable* under-

standing and the conceivable, egoism and the object of egoism,

thought and the thinkable, luminosity and the lllumihable

breath and the supportable.

IV. 9. Esa hi drastd sprastd srotd ghrdtd rasayitd

manta boddhd harta vijndndimd purusafy sa

pare fk$ara dtmani sampratisthate ,

k

This indeed is the seer, toucher, hearer, smeller,

taster, pinker, conceiver, doer and the person of the form

, of knowledge. He gets established in the transcendent

imperishable Sel*

e
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Commentary :

Now (Pippalada) explains the word ‘All’ (in the previous

mantra). Here, by the word firthivi-matra is indicated the

earlier state of the earth which is mentioned in the purat}as

as gandha'tanmatra, the smell-in*itself. This (explanation)

applies to all the subsequent usages of the word ‘mdtrd’ (in

itself).
•

eqa. : The idea is that the entire world of the form of

sentient and insentient and of the form of doer, instrument

and object is dependent upon Him. Since here mention is

made of the conceiver, and doer of the nature of know-

ledge, the logicians who hold that the soul is only a knower

not having the nature of knowledge, and the upholders of the

theory of illusion who declare that the soul has the nature of

knowledge and is not a knower are both refuted.

IV. 10. & U Parent evaksaram pratipadyate $a yo ha

vat tad acchayam asarlram alohitam kubhram

aksaram vedayate yas tu somya sa sarvajnafy

sarvl bhavati. Tad eha slokah.

vijnanatmd saha devaisca satvaih

prana bhutdni sampratisthanti yatra
I

Tad ak§aram vedayate yastu somya

sa sarvajnah sarvam evaviveseti !!

He who knows this shadowless bodiless colourless self*

luminous imperishable (self) he becomes a knower of all and
becomes the possessor of all. On this there is a verse

;

Whoever knows that imperishable, in which the soul of

the nature of knowledge, breath together with all the gods

(organs) antd the elements are established he knowing all

pervades all.

Commentary :

sa yo ha vai

:

here by the word chdyd action (karma)

which restricts knowledge, is referred to

acchayam : means free from sin, consequently,

psariratn

:

bodiless, alohitam ; colourless, void of colour.
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kubhrami self-luminous, ahqaram: imperishable (the

Supreme Self)

vedayate : knows,

sa&: He

sotnya : O lucky man

!

Paramevak^aratn : Brahman, Vasudeva

Pratipadyate

:

having attained, becomes the knower of all,

sarvl bhavati : becomes one with all his desires fulfilled*

tad e$a slokafyi Referring to that Brahman this Sloka is

read
; this is the meaning.

sarvair dtvaih : together with the organs of speech etc.

prdndfi: chief breath,

bhutdni ; the gross elements

vijndndtmd : the soul

- yatrai in which

pratiti^anti : are established

tat : that

subhrami self-luminous
>

ak$aram

:

imperishable (Supreme Self)

yo janali : whoever knows

sah : he .

sarvajnah . knowing all

sarvam eva : all the created'

avive&a: pervades. As stated in the passage “There

happens free movement in all the worlds” {Ch, Up. VII. xv.2

Bhwna-vidyd) one becomes capable of moving in all the

worlds one desires This is the meaning.

End of the Fourth Prasna.
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FIFTH PRASNA

V. t. Atha hainatn Saibyafy Satyakdmakpapraccha .

Sa yo ha vai tad Bhagavan manusyesupraya*

ndntam ohkaratn abhidhyayita.katamam vdva

sa tena lokam jayatiti. Tasmai sa hovdca. *

Then Saibya Satyakama asked him (Pippalada): '*0 Sire

he who among men meditated onjOMupto the end of his life,

which world will he win by means of it ?” To him he

(Pippalada) replied:

Commentary :

Ha vai : indicates well-knownness

sab* The pronoun sah refers to the fit-person in general

Bhagavan : O one fit for adoration (or worship)

yaJi : which fit person

manusyesu : among men

prdyandntam . upto the time cf death

Onkdram abhidhydytta

:

will meditate on the syllable OM
sab • he

katamam lokam : which world
r

Ui.a : by means of that syllable

jayati : wins, attains.

mva: indicates emphasis or well-knownness.

V. 2, Etad vai Satyakama param cdparam ca

brahma yad ohkdrah
i Tasmdd vidvdn

etenaivdyatanenaikataram anveti. \\

It is omkara 0 Satyakama which is the brahman

superior and inferior. Therefore the knower by this means

follows (takes to) one of them.

Commentary :

O Satyakama ;

etad eva

:

this itself

param cdparam ca Brahma : is the superior as well as the

inferior Brahman. The meaning is that it signifies both
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(aspects of Brahman). That this co-ordination is dne to the

relation as word and meaning is explained by Vyasarya in the

“Ik^atikarmadhikarana” {Vedanta Sutras I. iii 12).

What is that ? The reply is the Omkara.

tasmdt : therefore
; sah : the meditator

;
etena eva dyaia-

nena
; by the path of this Syllable alone

ekataram : The superior
#
or inferior Brahman

anveti : meditates, is the meaning.

V. 3. Sa yadyekamdtram abhidhydyita $a tenaim
samveditasturnam eva jagatydm abhisam-

padyate. Tam rco manu^yabkam upanaya-

nte, sa iatra tapasa brahmacaryetia sraddhayd

sampanno mahimdnam anubhavati .

*

If one meditates upon it with one moment (matra) *by

that getting established (one) becomes respectable in this

world. Him the rks lead to the human world. He full of

tapas% chastity and faith, there enjoys greatness.

Commentary ;

sah : the Meditator

yadi.«..„: It he meditates on the syllable pronounced

short (for the duration of just one moment) which indicates

the inferior Brahman, that is, he who meditates on the inferior

Brahman uttering the short-syllable indicating the inferior

Brahman

tenaiva : by that meditation on the inferior Brahman alone

by means of Omkara of one moment

samvi ditah : becoming existent

I. Hume translates eka-matrS as one element (a), two tn&iv&s as two

elements {a u) which interpretation is obviously wrong, for it is stated that

the Onkara should not be split at all. Thus RaftgaramSnuja points out

that it refers to time-span is.t ekam&tra, means having the duration of one

moment dvin^atra as having two moments. ,

cf. also Note on pp. 16^ Trans, of Sanhara-BhSfya on Prasnopanisad by

S, Sitaramasastri ed. 1898.
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jagatydm : on this earth

abhi : abhyarhitah : great

sampadyate: becomes.

torn

:

Him
*

Rcah : the rk mantras
m • •

manusyalokam upanayante : lead to the human world:

safy : be led to the human world

tapasd

:

practising fasting

brahmacaryena : avoiding sexual intercourse

sraddhayd : with faith in the other world

sampannah : (if he is) full of all these (three)

mahimanam : greatness, that is, the meditation on Brah-

man resulting in the Supreme Goal (sreyas-sddhanatn)

anubhavati : practises.

The doubt that how this syllable ‘OM’ could be a short

one since there is no such short sound in respect of the four

vowels (e, o, ai, au) all of which are conveniently called by

Panini ‘Be* (pratydhdra), need not be entertained since such a

short sound is found in colloquial usage.

V. 4 Atha yadi dvimatrena manasi sampadyate so

' i, tariksam yajurbhir unnlyate sa somalokam.

Sa somaloke mbhutim anubhuya punardvartate .

Then if here occurs in one's mind meditation by the

syllable OM with two moments one is led to the sky by the

yajus, to the lunar world. He after enjoying greatness

in the lunar world returns (to birth in this world).

Commentary :

Atha yadi : By the syllable Om of the duration of

wo moments if oue meditates in his mind on the inferior

Brahman, one is led by the Yajus {mantras

)

to the lunar world

which rests in the sky.
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sofa : the person meditating by the two inomented-syllable

antariksam : sky. It is held in the Ik$atikarmadhikarana

(I. 3. 12) that the words antarik$a and somaloka {sky and
the lunar world) signifying all those worlds that are above,

1

indicate what takes place after death. Accordingly it

is stated in the &ti Bhd$ya in the 1ksatikarmdhdikarat^a

thus
: #

“ Dividing into two as this—worldly and other-worldly

what was mentioned already as the inferior effected (kdryam)

Brahman, stating that those who meditate on OM of one

moment get the result of the form of enjoyment in this

human world, and stating that those who meditate on the

OM of two moments have the result of the form of enjoy-

ment in the other world indicated through secondary

significance by the word ‘sky’ . ...” \&ri Bhdqya L Hi. 12).

somaloke : in the lunar world, t.e., having enjoyed in the

other world, he returns (to biith) at the end of (or after exhau-

sting) the fruits of his good deeds,

V. 5. Yah punar etam trimdtrenomityetenaivdk-

sarena param putusam abhidhydyita sa

tejasi surye sampannah. Yathd pddodaras

tvacd vinirmucyata evam ha vai sa pdpmand
vintrmuktah sasamabh irunniyate brahma-

lokam sa etasmdjjivaghandt parat param
purisayam purusam iksate. Tad etau slokau

bhavatah.

He who will meditate on the Transcendent Person by

this very syllable OM with three moments he contacting the

effulgent Sun, freed from sin just as the serpent gets rid of

its coils, is led to the brahman-world by the samans. He from

1. Mss. reads TIrdhvaloka. Ata eva Is added by the Mss. This whole
passage is omitted in the Grantha ed. But it is found in both the Mss*

and Poona ed,
i

2. Tlibant : Sri Bhasya trans. p,313-4 tenders it well but the

ekamatra, dvimatra and trimatra are wrongly construed as by Hume, as

referring to the syllables composing the OM (AUM\
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this world of men perceives the Transcendent of all trans-

cendents resting in the city. There are two verses in this

regard.

Commentary :

Yah : He who by this same syllable which as one*
momented and two-inomented brings about inferior results,

meditates upon the Supreme Self,,

abhidhydyita : meditates devotedly, that is incessantly

sal} : he, the meditator,

tejasi surye : coming into contact with the Sun in the
luminous world,

pddodarah : that which has its belly as its feet, that is

the serpent,

yathd tvacd vinirmucyate

:

just as ‘the serpent’ gets rid of
its worn out skin,

evam pdpmand xnnirmuktah : even so freed from sin

brahmaloham : to the world of the Lord, Vaikuutha,

sdmabhih : by the Satnans, the songs of the Sdma Veda,

unnlyate : is led up.

Since there is another pronoun ‘sa pdpmand vinirmuktah"
here it is explained by Vyasarya that sasdmabhil} must be one
word (instead of sal} and sdmabhih), and it means “By persons
singing the Satnans or speaking sweet words”.

etasmdt : Since it is stated in the Sri Bhasya, Iksatikarmd
dhikaratja (I. iii. 12) that he who has a body due to action is
jivaghana’ and that that state is ascribed to the Brahma in the
text ‘who first created the Brahma {brahtndnam),’ here the
word jivaghana refers to the world of samsdra

.

!

ghana ; here the word * ghana ’ refers to one who is

embodied, since the word is enjoined by Panini in the sense
of ‘ solidity ’ which is called ' mutii ’ in the Sutra ‘ Murtau
ghanah

'

{Panini

.

III. iii. 77), and since solidity can apply to
the soul (only) through its body.
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tasmai para}} . beyond that, that is, the pure soul,

tasmat apt parabhutam : one who is beyond that even,

purisayam : One that rests in all creatures as their inner

self, as stated in the passage “ The creatures are the City of

Him who lies in the caves of all persons”

purusatn ik$aie

:

the meaning is that he perceives the Lord
Vasudeva, the unconditioned meaning of the word *Puru§a ’

as stated in the passage “ The word Bhagavdn and also the

word Purusa have got unconditional significance in respect

of the eternal Vasudeva/’

Consequently the view that the Brahmaloka in the
passage 6

sasdmabhir unniyate' refers to the world of Brahma
(Satyaloka) is refuted, since to those that go there the
perception of the Transcendent Vasudeva cannot happen/*
This can be seen.

*Tad : regarding the meditation on the Syllable (OM of
three moments)

etau klokau ; these (ioliowing) two verses : bhavatah

:

are
read. This is the meaning.o

V. 6. Tisro matxa mrtyumantyah prayukta

anyonyasakta anaviptayuktdh I

kriyasu bdhydbhyantaramadhyamdsu
samyak prayuktdsu na kampate jnah ;l

The three moments if uttered together merging into one
another or with much interval are those which bring about
death. \\ hen the moments in actions inner and outer and
middle are uttered well the knower will not fail.

Commentary.

anaviprayuktafy : an^a^viprayuktah : very much disjoined

anyonyasakta}} ; too close ; that is if the syllable is

uttered too closely because of extreme speed in uttering, or
too disjointedly on account of too much interval between each
moment •

tisro matrafy

:

the three moments
7
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mrtyumantyafy : bring about death ; i.e, bring about

disaster. Even if the text reads mrtyumatyah the meaning is

the same.

hahydfy kriydh : the outward actions are sacrifices and

others

dntardh : the inner actions are the mental ones

madhyamdh

:

the middle ones are of the form of japa
(muttering) done by the speech organ. In respect of these

three (kinds of activities)

samyak prayuktdsu : (when these three moments) aie

practised well, that is, without much over-lapping or much
interval

jnah . the knower of its practice (tatprayoga)

tia kampate : does not lose the result ; this is the meaning,

V. 7. Rgbhir etam yajurbhir antarik§am

sa satndbhir yat tat kavayo vedayante
i

Tam ohhdrenaivdyatanendnveti vidvdn

yat tacchdntam ajaram amrtam abhayamparam cetiil

The knower by means of this OM-syllable attains this

world by rks, the sky by the yajus, and by the sdmans that

(world) which the seers see: (also) that which is calm,

ageless, immortal, fearless, and transcendent.

Commentary :

sail

:

the knower

Rgbhih: by the Rk mantras
, etam lokam : this world

yajurbhifa

:

by the yajur mantras
,
antarik$am

:

the sky

sdmabhilt

:

by the sdman mantras
, yat tat : that which,

havayak

:

the seers of the Transcendent, vedayante : see

as stated in the passage “ That most supreme abode of Vi§uu

the Seers always see
”

Ohhdrenaiva ; by the path of the Om-syllable itself

anyeti

:

attains, and after attaining that (he attains)
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kdntam: free from the six waves (viz. kdma, krodha,

lobha, moha
t madat

and matsarya) 1

ajaram : free from old age and death

abhayami ftarless in tespect of anything

Patam : Transcendent, higher than all on account of its

being the Cause of all.

He also attains that Brahman (which has the above

attributes) is the meaning.

It is explained by the revered author of the Brahma
Sutras (Bhagavan Badarayana) under the Sutra 14 Iksatu

karma vyapadesdt sah” (I. iii. 12)
44 He is the object of percep»

tion on account of being stated to be the Supreme Self” 1

that this context refers only to the Supreme Self Now the

Sutra is explained in the Sri Bhdsya2 on it thus :

“The followers of the Atharva-veda, in the section

containing the question asked by Satyakama, read as follows :

* He again who meditates with this syllable OM with three

niatras on the highest person, he comes to light and to the

Sun. As a snake frees itself from its skin, so he frees

himself from evil. He is led up by the Sdman verses to the

Brahman-world ;
he sees the person d welliug in the Castle

who is higher than the pure soul that is higher than the

individual
3
souls concreted with bodies u(Pra$na Up. V. 2).

44 Here the terms 4 he meditates * and 4 he sees ’ have the

same object for
4 seeing'4

is the result of devout meditation, 5

1,

Ajara

:

undecaying or that which does not suffer from old age.

1. Thibaut translated the SUtra wrongly taking Ik&atikarma-vya «

padesdt as one word as in the BhSsva of Sri Sankara instead of taking it as

two words according to Sri RSmSnuja % e. Iksattkarma sah the iksatxkarma

is He because of vyapadesa as he hiraaeif reads it on page 31 .

2. The entire adhikarana is here reproduced from Thibaut’s translation

of the Sri Bhdsya (p. 3U-314) but changes have been effected at certain

places which have been found to be incorrect in his translation.

3. Changes p. 31 1 line last insert before individuals * pure soul higher

than* and delete on p. 312 first line * and higher than those
’

4 & 5. Thibaut ; Vedanta Sutras (of Ramanuja Commentary)
: p 312 line

3 insert * for ' and delete the same before
4 according to

'
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and according to the principle expressed in the text (Ch. Up.

III. H) ‘According as the man’s thought is in this world,’

what is reached by the devotee is the object of meditation,

and more over 1 the object of both the verbs is identical

namely the highest person at both places.”

“ The doubt here presents itself whether the highest

Person in this text be the so-called fout -faced Brahma, the

Lord of the mundane egg, who represents the individual

souls in their collective aspect, or the supreme Person who is

the Lord of all- The Purvapaksin maintains the former view.

For, he argues, on the introductory question, * He who here

among men should meditate until death on the syllable Om,
what would he obtain by it ?, the text first declares that he

who meditates on that syllable with one matra2
obtains* the

world of men ; and next, that he who meditates on it with

two matras3 obtains the world of atmosphere. Hence the

Brahman-world which the text after that represents as the

object reached by him who meditates on Om with 4
three

moments 5 must be the world of Brahma Caturmukha who is

constituted by the aggregate of individual souls. What the

soul having reached that world sees, therefore is the same
Brahma Caturmuhha\ And thus only the attribute etasmaj-

jivaghcnat parat param is to be explained, for the collective

soul i.e., Brahma Qaturmukha
,

residing in the Brahman-

world is higher {para) than the distributive or discrete soul

(jiva

)

which is concreted (ghani-bhuta) with the body and
sense-organs, and at the same time is higher (para) than these.

The highest person mentioned in the text, therefore, is

Brahma Caturmukha

;

and the qualities mentioned further

X. ibid s read instead of that in line 7 and 8, thus * and moreover the
object of both verbs is identical, namely the highest person at both places,

,

{ *

2. 3 & 4. wherever there occur ‘ as having ’ read instead ‘ with *

>
> >

5. Tbibaut here suddenly translates 4

matra; ’ as syllable instead of
leaving it as it is as in previous passages. It has to be rendered a* moment.

6, ibid* p, 312* line 26* Full stop after Catutmukha. Hew sentence
starts with And
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on, such as absence of decay &c. must* be taken in such a

way as to agree with that Brahma .

“ To this prima facie view, the Sutra replies that the

object of seeing is He, i.e. the highest Self, on account of

designation. The text clearly designates the object of seeing

as the highest Se]
f. For the concluding kloka which refers

to that object of seeing, declares that by means of the Omkara
he who knows reaches that which is tranquil, free from

decay, immortal, fearless, the highest* --all which attributes

properly belong to the highest Self only, as we know from

texts such as ' that is the Immortal, that is the fearless, that

is Brahman’ (Ch . Up. IV. 15. I). The qualification expressed

in the clause ’ etasmaj jlvaghanat ’ Sc. may also refer to the

highest Self only not to Brahma Caturmukha
;
^forTthe latter

is himself comprehended by the term jivaghana. 1 For that

term denotes all souls which are embodied owing to karmnn •

and th.'t Caturmukha is one of these we know from texts

such as
4 He who first creates Brahma’ (Svet. Up. VI. 18.)

Nor is
2

the argument that, since the Brahman -world

mentioned in the text is known to be the world of Caturmn.

kha, as it follows next on the world of the atmosphere, the

being abiding there must needs be Caturmukha
, correct We

rather argue as follows— as from the concluding clause ‘that

which is tranquil, free from decay * &c , we ascertain that

the object of intuition is the highest Brahmant the Brahman
world spoken of as the abode of the seeing devotee can not

be the perishable world of Brahma Caturmukha.

” A further reason for this conclusion is supplied by what

the text says about ‘ him who is free from all evil being led

up by the Saman verses to the world of Brahman

;

for the

place reached by him who is freed from all evil cannot be the

mere abode of Caturmukha. Hence also the concluding klokx

says with reference to that Brahmau- world : that which the

1. Insert on line 27 instead of suitable ,*is to be explained

2. ibid. p. 313. line 14, omit " there any strength in
”
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wise see
n

; what the wise see
2
is the highest abode of Visnu.*

Nor is it even strictly true that the world of Brahman
follows on the atmosphere, for the svarga*world and others

lie between the two.

" 3We therefore shortly explain the drift of the whole

chapter as follows : At the outset of the reply given to

Satyakama there is mentioned,* in addition to the highest

{para) Brahman
, a lower (apara) Brahman .

4 This lower or

effected {kdrya) Brahman is distinguished as twofold, being

connected either with this terrestrial world or yonder non-

terrestrial world Him who meditates on the Pranava with

one mdtrd\ the text declares to obtain a reward in this world

—

he reaches the world of men. He, on the other hand, who
meditates on the Rtanava with two matrai is said to

obtain his reward in a super-tererestrial sphere—he reaches

the world of the atmosphere. And he finally who, by means

of the tri-momented7 Pranava which denotes the highest

Brahman, meditates on this very highest Brahman, is said to

reach that Brahman
,

i.e., the supreme Person. The object

of seeing is thus none other than the highest Self. Here

terminates the adhikatana of the ‘object ot seeing V*

1* 2. ibid, p, 313 line 29 amend ' teach * into ‘ see * and omit * and

teach * after ‘ see
1

t

3. A literal translation of the Sri Bhasya passage has been given

tinder Prasna Up com. V. 4. -

4.
1 higher * and lower ’ have been rendered as superior and inferior

respectively.

5.6 & 7. see note 4,5,6 'as having ' has uniformly to be substituted

by ' with * and 4

syllable by matra * or moment.

End of the Fifth Prakna.



VI. 1.1 prasnopanishad-bhashya

SIXTH PRASNA

VI. 1 Atha hainatn Sukesa Bhdradhdjah papraccha.

Bhagavan Hiranyatiabhah Kausalyo rdja-

putro mam upetyaitam praknam aprcchata.

$odasakalam Bharadvaja purusatn vettha.

Tam aham kumdram abruvam, ridham imam

veda yadyaham irryim avedisam katham te

ndvaksyam Hi. Samulo vd esa parisusyati

yo'nrtam abhivadati. Tasmdnndrhdmyanr-

tarn vaktum. Sa tu?nim ratham aruhya

praxavraja. Tam tvd prcchdmi kvdsau

purusa iti.

Then Sukesa Bharadvaja asked him (Pippalada) ‘O Sire,

Prince Hiranyanabha, king of Kosala, approaching me asked

this question : “Do you know Bharadvaja, the person with

givtppn parts ?” I told him (the young man) this ‘I do not

kno" him.’ If I knew this how could I not tell you ? He
who speaks untruth indeed dries up with his roots. There-

fore it does not become me to speak untruth. He quickly

a y.ftnding his chariot went away. I ask you about that per-

son, where is that person (of sixteen parts) ?’

Commentary :

Atha hainam... : Then Sukesa Bharadvaja addressed

him (Pippalada) : ‘O Sire, Prince Hiranyanabha by name,

ruling over Kosala coming to me asked me the following

question. ‘O Bharadvaja, do you know the person who has

the sixteen parts beginning with ‘breath’ and ending with

‘name’. This is the meaning.

aham kumdram : I replied to that Prince thus ; I do not

know that person. If I know, for what reason should I not

tell you, a prince and a fit disciple. He who utters untruth

his roots dry up entirely. That is, all the merit that is the

cause of good results will perish. Therefore in respect of

what I tfeve told you you need not entertain any doubt that

it is false.
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sa\

h

. The prince

tusnim : without obtaining the best result of his question

pravavrdja : quickly went away ; by this is indicated his

own shame.

rathsna : by the statement that he went away getting

upon his chariot, is indicated that he was a ruler.

Tam tvd : I ask you about the same person of sixteen

parts

kvdsau purusafy : Where is he ? that is, in which is he ?

Here the question about the place of the ‘person
9

is asked

with a view to determine whether the person is the indivi.

dual soul or the supreme Self, This may be seen.

VI. 2. Tasmai sa hovdca. Ih livantahsa? Ire somya sa

puruso yasminnetafy sodasa kaldh prabhavantiti

.

To him he (Pippalada) said “Here itself within this body

O youth is that Person whom these sixteen parts are capable”

(of helping).

Commentary :

tasmai sah : The meaning is clear Here within

the body

variate: exists, must be supplied By the statement that

the person is supported by a space limited by the body, it

must be taken to have been stated that the individual soul

(jiva) is that person. If it be doubted: how can the jiva

himself be stated to be the one with sixteen parts, since this

possession of sixteen parts and the agency to create them can

be fully referred to the supreme Self alone ? He (Pippalada)

replies

:

yasmin In which person

etah : the following, beginning with ‘breath* and ending

with ‘name*

§Q<laka kaldh : the sixteen parts
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prabhavanti : are able to bring about the results of enjoy-

ment of pleasure and pain due to his contact with them. Now
the meaning of having sixteen-parts is nothing but the state

of being the enjoyer of the sixteen parts and that can be only

in the case of the individual soul.

If it be asked, if the attribute of being the cause of

creation of the sixteen parts is common to both the individual

soul and the supreme Self, what is that which restricts the

attribute of being the enjoyer of them to the individual soul

alone and not to the supreme Self? He (Pippalada) replies

;

VI. 3 Sa iksancakre kasminnaham utkranta

utkranto bhavisyatni kasrnin va pratisthite

pratisthasyamiti.

He saw (thought) “ At whose going I shall go out ? At

whose establishment shall I get established ?”

Commentary :

Iksahcahre : He saw : The purpose of the sentence1
is to

indicate the manner in which the individual soul contemplates

since the Commentary (Sri Bha$ya) under the Sutra “He in

the ruler, on account of their going to him, and others” (V. S,

IV. ii. 4) says so.

The meaning is that he thought as to whose upgoiug and

establishment occur along with his. Here the idea is that

since the soul creates breath and others with the intention of

using them for his own ends, the attribute of being the enjoyer

applies to him. But in the case of the Supreme Self

according to the Gita :

—

“O Dhananjaya, those activities do not bind me,

remaining as 1 do as indifferent, and having no

connection with those actions ” (B. G. IX. 9)

“ Actions do not besmear me. There is no desire on

my part for the results of actions ” (B. G. IV. 14)

1. This sentence is not in the Mss. & Poona ed.

3
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there is no creation with the intention of deriving any

benefit to Himself, Therefore the attribute of enjoyerness of

the sixteen parts cannot belong to the Supreme Self,

VI. 4. Sa pranam asrjata prdndcchraddhdm khatn

vdyur jyotir dpafy prthivlndriyam manah i

Annam anndd vlryam taPo mantrdfy "karma

Vokd lokesu ca ndma ca it

He created breath* from breath faith, ether, wind, light,

water, earth, organs, mind, food. From food capability,

vitality, tapas, mantras, action, worlds and names in the

worlds too.

Commentary :

safy x The individual soul, thus having thought

pranam asrjata : first created the chief breath whose
going up and establishment accompany his own going out and
establishment.

prdndt : from that breath, sraddhdm : faith in the other

world

kham tm ....... : the five elements

indriyam : organs of speech and others

manati

:

mind

annam : food of the form of paddy & etc.

anndd vlryam : From food capability (was created) ; the
ability of the body and organs depending upon it (food),

tapah x penance of the form of emaciation of the body

mantrdfy : Rk, Yajus, Sdman an d other mantras

katmax sacrifices, jyoti^toma and others

lokdfy : svarga and others

lokesu ndma ca: and names such as svaiga^ in those
worlds

asrjata ; created. This is the meaning.
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Though the attribute of being the creator of the sixteen

parts belongs to the Supreme Self, still it may be seen tha+*

the individual is stated to have the attribute of being th #

creator on account of his being the agent of actions whose

unseen result is their cause. Therefore the individual soul

has created these sixteen parts that are useful for its own
enjoyment, though its actions result in the unseen effect

which is their cause. Sinoe consequently he is the enjoyer

of them the attribute of having sixteen parts belongs to the

individual soul.

VI. 5. Sa yathemd nadyah syandamdndh samudra -

yandh samudram prdpydstam gacchanti

bhidyete tdsdm ndmaruPe samudra ityevam

procyate ; evamevdsya paridrastur imdh

$odasa kalah purusdyanah purusam prdpyds-

tarn gacchanti bhidyete tdsdm namarupe

purusa ityevam procyate, Sa eso'kald*mrto

bhavatu Tact esa slokah :

Just as the rivers flowing towards the sea, after reaching

it, lose themselves in it, their names and forms are lost and

(thus) there is only mention as the sea, even so, these sixteen

parts of this seer having the person as their goal reaching him

lose themselves. Their names and forms are lost. There is

mention only as the person. This (person) is partless

(integral) and immortal. In this context the following verse

:

Commentary :

Now he (Pippalada) explains that the Supreme Self not

being such (that is with sixteen parts), is without parts, and

through this, that He is that whom the seeker of liberation

should know.

Yatha nadyafy : Just as the rivers, such as the Gauges

samudrayanah : Here the word ‘ ayana ’ by indicating the

supporter refers to the form ; those of the form of the sea

becoming fit to be conceived as inseparable from the sea

samudram prapya : having reached the sea,

•
*
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astam gacchanti : lose themselves (disappear) in it, that is,

are lost sight of. But they are never capable of causing

change, increase aud others, in the sea, and what names of

them were there and what previous colours they had, white,

black and others, these are lost. The meaning is that after

their entering into it (the sea) they get another name and
another form. This same is shown (by the words) : samudra
ityevam procyate

:

they are called1' the sea : There (in the sea)

all the aggregate of rivers that has entered it, is called as
the sea itself but not as the Ganges or Yamuna.

evam eva : in the same way

asya paridrastuh : of this experiencer, enjoyer, the indi-

vidual soul,

imah sodaka kaldh : all these sixteen parts instrumental

to his enjoyment,

puru$am

:

Vasudeva who is the unconditioned meaning

of the word Purusa,

prdpya : having attained,

astam gacchanti : lose themselves ; the meaning is just as

the edges of the knives on striking the hard surface of a stone

become blunted, so also these become incapable of procuring

enjoyment for the Purusa.

The reason for this is now given by him (Pippalada)

:

Purusdyandh : this means that their nature, persistence

or continuity and functions depend upon the will (support) of

the Purusa. In other words, these parts have no names and
forms in respect of the Supreme Self, as objects of enjoyment,

place of enjoyment and instruments to such enjoyment, as

they have name and form in respect of the ordinary soul. He
shows the same

:

’ Purusa ityevam procyate : since there is no experience or

existence of these apart from the person, they are mentioned

as the person himself but not as the objects aud 'place of

enjoyment distinct from the person,
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sa esafy

:

Such this person.

akalah : Since therefore there is not enjoyment of these

parts by the Supreme Self, He is stated as partless (akala)

amrtafy : consequently as the Immortal also, since death

Is cue to contact with the parts (kalds ) which make one an

enjoyer.

tad

:

In respect of the nature of the Supreme Self

esah slokah : the following verse ; is read (pravrttafy) is to

be added.

VI. 6. Ara iva rathandbhau kald yasmin praiiqthitdh I

Tam vedyam putusam veda yathd md vo

mrtyuh parivyathd iti II

In whom the parts are established like the spokes in

the nave of the cnariot, know correctly that person who must

be known. Let not death cause trouble to you.

Commentary :

yasmin prati$thitdh

:

In whom established. This means
4 made of which ’

Tam vedyatn : you know correctly the same Person sought

by the seekers after liberation,

vah : to you, the seekers of Brahman

vyathdliz pains,

pari ; in all directions

mrtyuh md

:

let not death, ‘ do (give) ’ has to be supplied

VI. 7. Tan hovdcaiidvad evdham eiat param brahma

veda. Ndtafy Param astiU t

VI. 8. Te tam arcayantas tvam hi nafy pita yo*

stndkam avidydydfa param param tarayasiti.

Namah parama rsibhyo namah parama rsi-

bhyah

.

Then to (all of) them he (Pippalada) said “ This much

alone I know of this Transcendent Brahman. There is nothing

beyond this.”

•
*
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They, adoring him (saying) “ Verily thou art our father

who lead (us) to the farther shore of our ignorance”,

(departed). Homage to the greatest Rsis.

Commentary :

tan hovjca : He said to all the six disciples, Sukesa ahd

others, I know the Transcendent Brahman to this extent alone

That is, my knowledge ot the Transcendent Brahman is only

this much and not more.
*

t*

:

All the six disciples

iam

:

Pippalada

arcayantah : babhuvuh

:

They were, adoring (saying that)

“ You are our father on account of your leading us to the

farther shore of the sea of samsdra. Therefore the birth you

have granted to us alone is the superior one, since it is stated

in the scripture ‘ He indeed gives birth to him by knowledge ;

that is the highest birth.
”

Namah parama-rsibhyah : Salutations to the Rsis

(seers)’ is read in the place of expiatory chant at the end.

Repetition indicates the end of the Upani§ad.

The question whether the statement that ‘ I know Brahman

to this extent alone, there is nothing beyond this* cannot

mean that there is uo Brahman, distinct from the indi-

vidual soul with sixteen parts, cannot be raised, since it

will contradict the sutras such as “ It is distinct because

of the mention as different ” (V. S. II. i. 22) There (in that

context) indeed raising the doubt that if the Brahman is

the cause of the world it being not different from the

individual soul, there results such faults as non-performance

of good alone, the conclusion arrived at is that there are

no such faults, since the Brahman is distinct from the

individual soul. The Bhdqya under the adhikarana (Itaravyo

padeiddhikarana : II. 1. 22ff) is hereunder quoted. 1

*

I,* The translation of the Sri BhSsya is given from Thibant's. Except*

the translation of the SHtras, the rest of his translation is fairly correct

c f. Vedanta SQtr&s ; S. B* E» Xh VIII. ; pp. 467-71
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VEDANTA SUTRAS OF BADARAYANA : II. 1.21-23. 1

&

(&fi Bkasya of Sri Ramanuja)

II. 1. 2 1
“ From the designation oi the other (as non•

different from Brahman) there result (Bra-

hman's) not creatiifg what is beneficial, and

other imperfections ”

.

Commknta ry :

&ri Bhasya

:

“ Thoa art that” 'This Self is Brahman ’

these and similar texts which declare the non-difference of the

world from Brahman, teach, as has been said before, at the

same time the non-difference from Brahman of the individual

soul also. But an objection here presents itself. If these

texts really imply that the ‘ other one ; i e., the soul is

Brahman, there will follow certain imperfections on Brahman’s

part, viz., that Brahman endowed as it is with omniscience,

the power of realising its purposes, and so on, does not create

a world of a nature beneficial to itself, but rather creates a

world non-beneficial to itself, and the like. This world no

doubt is a storehouse of numberless pains, either originating

in living beings themselves or due to the action of other

natural beings, or caused by supernatural agencies. No
rational independent person endeavours to produce what is

clearly non-beneficial to himself. And as you hold the view

of the non-difference of the world from Brahman, you yonrself

set aside all those texts which declare Brahman to be different

from the soul ; for were there such difference, the doctrine of

general non-difference could not be established.

“ Should it be maintained that the texts declaring

difference refer to difference due to limiting adjuncts, while
*

the texts declaring non-difference mean essential non-difference

we mast ask the following question—does the non-conditioned

BrahmarP know, or does it not know, the soul which is

1, hibant’s translation S. B. B. voL XL VIII. pp. 467-471,
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essentially non-different from it ? If it does not know it,

Brabman’s omniscience has to be abandoned. If, on the other

hand, it knows it, then Brahman is conscious of the pains of

the soul which is non-different from Brahman as its own
pains : and from this necessarily follows an imperfection, viz

that Brahman does not create what is beneficial and does

create what is non -beneficial to ^itself. If, again, It be said

that the difference of the soul and Brahman is due to

Nescience1 and that the texts declaring difference refer to

difference of this kind, the assumption of Nescience belonging

to the soul leads us to the vexy alternatives just stated and to

their respective results. Should the ajnana, on the other

hand* belong to Brahman, we point out that Brahman, whose

essential nature is self-luminedness, cannot possibly be cons-

cious of ajnana and the creation of the world effected by it.

And if it be said that the light of Brahman is obscured by

ajnana we point to all the difficulties previously set forth

which follow from this hypothesis —to obscure light means to

make it cease, and to make cease the light of Brahman, of

whom light is the essential nature, means no less than to

destroy Brahman itself. This view of Brahman being the

cause of the world thus shows itself to be untenable. This

prima facie view the next Sutra refutes.

II, 1. 22 But (ibrahman is) distinct
2 on account of the

mention3
of difference.

&ri Bhd$ya :
“ The word 1 but ’ sets aside the prima facie

view. To the individual soul capable of connexion with the

various kinds of pain there is distinction
1 from Brahman.

On what ground ? ‘ owing to the declaration of difference \

For Brahman is spoken of as different from the soul in the

following texts:— * He who dwells in the self and within the

1. Here the words in the Thibaut’s transl ' on the part of both ’ have

been deleted as out of place.

2. Thibant : has it as * additional
'
fadhikam

)

but the mealing is really

• distinct
*

3. Thibaut has it as ‘ declaration
’
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self, whom the soul does not know, of whom soul is the body,

who rules the soul within, he is the Self, the ruler within, the

immortal ” l

(,Brh . Up. III. 7.22)* ‘Knowing as sepaiate the

Self and Mover, blessed by Him he gains immortality.’ (§vet.

Up I. 6) ; “He is the cause, the Lord of the lord of organs (ie

the individual souls) ” (&vet. Up. VI. 2) ;
“ One of them eats

the sweet fruit ; without eatiftg the other looks on ” (&vet. Up.

IV. 6) ;
“ There are two, the one knowing, the other not know*

ing, both unborn, the one a ruler, the other not a ruler” (&vet.

I. 9) “Embraced by the Prajiia self” (Brh. Up. IV. 3. 21) :

“Mounted bythePrajna self ” (Bfk. Up. IV. 6. 35) “Prom
that the ruler of Maya sends forth all this, iu that the other

is bound up through Maya ” (Svet. Up, IV, 9) ;
* Master of the

. Pradhana and the souls the lord of the gunas ” (Svef.Up. V!

.

16) ;
“ The eternal among eternals, the intelligent among the

intelligent, who, one, fulfils the desires of many ”
(Svet

.

Up.

VI. 13) ;
“who moves within the avyakta, of whom the

avyakta is the body, whom the avyakta does not know ; who

moves within the imperishable (ak$aram), cf whom the im-

perishable is the body, whom the Imperishable does not know ;

who moves within Death, of whom Death is the body, whom

Death does not know ; He is the inner self of all beings, free

from evil, the divine One, the One God Narayana "
(Subala

Up. VII.) ; and other texts.

II. 1.23 And as in the analogous case of stones and

the tike there is impossibility of that,

&ri Bha§ya : In the same way as it is impossible that the

different non-sentient things such as stones, iron, wood, herbs

&c., which are of an extremely low constitution and subject to

constant change, should be one in nature with Brahman,

1. Thibet's translations of [the Brh. Up. passages do not bring out

Sri Ramanuja's reading of the text. The translation of * atma ’ as soul has

been done in order to make the sense clear,

9
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which is faultless, changeless, fundamentally antagonistic to

all that is evil &c. &c. ; so it is also impossible that the in-

dividual soul, which is
-

liable to endless suffering, and a mere

wretched glowworm as it were, should be one with Brahman
who, as we know from the texts, such as “ Free from all sins”

etc., comprises within himself the treasure of all auspicious

qualities, &c. &c. Those texts y/hich exhibit Brahman and

the soul in coordination, must be understood as conveying the

doctrine, founded on passages such as ‘ Of whom the soul is

the body * that as the jlva constitutes Brahman’s body and

Brahman abides within the jlva as its Self, Brahman has the

jlva for its mode ; and with this doctrine the coordination

referred to is not only not in conflict but even confirms it as

we have repeatedly shown e. g , under Sutra I. 4. 22.
1

Bra-

hman in all its states has the souls and matter for its body
;

when the souls and matter are in their subtle state Brahman

is in its causal condition ; when, on the other hand, Brahman

has for its body souls and matter in their gross state, it is

‘ effected ’ and then called world. In this way the co-ordi-

nation above referred to fully explains itself.

“ The world is non-different from Brahman in so far as it

is effect. There is no confusion of the different characteristic

qualities : for liability to change belongs to non-sentient
matter, liability to pain to sentient souls, and the possession

of all excellent qualities to Brahman : hence the doctrine is

not in conflict with scriptural text. That even in the state of

non-separation—described in texts such as,
u Being only this

was in the beginning ’—the souls joined to non-sentient matter
persist in a subtle condition and thus constitute Brahman’s
body must necessarily be admitted ; for that the souls at that
time also persist in a subtle form is shown under Sutras II. i.

34 ; 35. Non-division, at that time, is possible m so far as
*

t. Avasthiteriti Kasakrsnah
*
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there is no distinction of names and forms. It follows from

all this that Brahman's causality is not contrary to reason.

“ Those, on the other hand, who explain difference re-

ferred to in Sutra 22, as the difference between the fiva in its

state of bondage and the jlva in so far as it is free from avidya

i.e., the unconditioned Brahman, implicate themselves in con-

tradiction. For the jlva, In so far as free from avidya, is

neither all knowing nor the Lord of all, nor the cause of all, nor

the Self of all, nor the ruler of all— it, in fact, possesses none

of these characteristics on which the scriptural texts fouud the

difference of the released soul ; for according to the view in

question all those attributes are the mere figment of Nescience.

Nor again can the Sutra under discussion be said to refer to

the distinction, from the individual soul, of a Lord fictitiously

created by avidya—a distinctiion analogous to that which a

man in the state of avidya makes between the shell and the

silver ; for it is the task of the Vedanta to convey a knowledge

of that true Brahman which is introduced as the object of

enquiry in the first Sutra (• Now then the enquiry into

Brahman ’) and which is the cause of the origination and so

on of the world, and what they at this point are engaged in is

to refute the objections raised against the doctrine of that

Brahman on the basis of Smrti and Reasoning.

The two sutras II. i 8 & 9 really form a complementary

statement to what is proved in the present adhikarana ; for

the purport is to show also that things of different nature can

be to each other in the relation of cause and effect. And

the Sutra II. i. 7 has reference to what is contained in the

previous adhikarana.

Here terminates the adhikarana of ‘ Designation of the

Other

1. CS. Up. VI. 2.1.

2. Vaisamyanairgbrnye aa sSpeksatvSt.

S. Na karmSvibhagSditi cennSnSditvad upapadyate cSpyupalabhyateca.
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Rangaramanuja

:

Similarly the axioms enunciated in the

Sutras :
“ But on account of the teaching of a distinct truth,

this is so according to Badarayana and since it is seen ” (V. S'.

III. iv. 8 ;
“ And also on account of mention of difference He

is distinct” (V. S. I. i. 21); “Because of mention as different

during deep sleep and going up “ (V. S. I iii. 42) ; and “ Both

indeed teach this as different." (V. S. I. i. 20) will get

contradicted.

This is enough of dilation.

Here terminates the Prasnopanisad- Bhdsya

of Sri Rangaramanuja
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